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TIlE REVIVAL OF TIlE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 
Its Significance for the United States 
On November 22, 1958). the Moscow Pravda., official organ of the 
Communist. Part.y of the 1:iOviet Union, gublished a directive by OLto 
V. KUllSineI!,. former secretary of t,he Executive Committee of the 
COilllIlunist International, for "the creation of a broad popular move-
ment against the domination of large monopolies" in the United 
States. In the light of its historical background, this fact is of pro-
found significance to the development oC the Communist movement 
in the United Sta.tes and to American relations with the Soviet Union 
in general. This statement was part of a. broader commentary on 
the "Declaration of Communists and Workers' Parties" of the Socialist 
countries held in Moscow, November 14- 16, 1957, on the 40th anni-
versary of the Russia.n Revolution, which declaration, according to 
Mr. Kuusinen , "has received unanimous approval of all parties 
maintaining the posi tions of Marxism-Leninism," and "has become 
the common platform of the modern international Communist move-
ment" As such it assumes far-reaching international importance. 
It marks, in fact, the revival, possibly under a new titie, or the inter-
national Communist organization, which for 30-odd years has been 
known as the Communist International. 
A BRIEF HISTORY 01" THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUl>.TIST ORGANIZATION 
The Communist I nternational was founded at its first congress in 
Moscow on March 2-6, 1919. From its inception it was dedicated to 
the advancement or Soviet interests. At its second congress held in 
Moscow, July 17 to August 7,1920, it drew up 21 points laying down 
the requiremen ts for admission to the Communist International, 
including point 14, which read: 
Each part.y desirous of affiliating with the Communist International should be 
obliged to render every possible assistance to the Soviet Republics •••. 1 
In May 1921, the United Communist Part.y of America held a 
secret session in Woodstock, N. Y. , which constituted iLsclC as the 
"American Section or the Communist. International." In the course 
or years the United Communist Party of America. became known as 
the Workers Party or America (1921-24 in open form), Communist 
Party of America (1922 in secret form ), Workers (Communist) Party 
(1925-29), Communist Party of the United States (1930 to date with 
the exception of 1944--45), Communist Political Association (1944-45). 
The organization published the Da.ily Worker, which for a number of 
years, until the early 1930's, has carried on ita masthead tho caption: 
"Central Organ or the Commu nist Party U.S.A. (Section or the 
Communist International)." In his authoritativo "History of the 
'''T he!Ies aDd 8U1.utesol the Third (CommUll1St) Inter ... t1ollal," publlshed by the Publll!hlng OffiOll of 
the Communist ln~fttkmal, MOIICO"'. lInO; and reprlnled by the UnlUId Communbt Party or America; 
reJ)fllltM by the Bnuse Special CommIttee 011 Un-Amerlean Aetlvltl$t (app., pt. I, p. 124). 
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Communist Party oC the United States," William Z. Foster, {or many 
years chairman of that organization, declared frankly: 
The Commu nist Party of the United States * •• owes 11. great debt to the 
Comintern for its own Mauist.Leninist development, ' 
On November 16, 1940, the Communist Party, U.S.A., in an 
emergency national convention voted to--
cancel and dissolve its organizational affiliation to the Communist Interna-
tional * •• for the spedfic l?urp06e of removing itself from the term of the so-
called Voorhis Act, which or:r"natcd in the Hou8e of Representatives as H.R. 
10094, which has been enscte and goes into effect. in January 1941 ..... 
The action was subsequontly approved by the Executive Com-
mittee of tho Communist lnternll.tional.( 
On Juno 10, 1943, t.he Communist. In t.ernational was dissolved 
allegedly as a "war measure" during the period of Russia's alliance 
wit.h t.he United St.at.es and ot.her powers against Germany, Japan, 
and I taly during World War IV . T he original resolut.ion on t.his 
mat.t.er was approved by Ot.lo V. Kuusinen, then 8. mcmber of the 
Execut.ive Commit.tee of Lhe Communist. In t.ernationaP 
During t.he period bet.ween 1919 and 1943, t.he Communist. Inter-
nat.ional had published the following publicat.ions for its affiliates 
throughout t.he world : Tntornational Press Correspondence, later 
known as World News aud Views, and the Communist International 
(magazine) . 
Despite the avowed "dissolution" of the Communist International, 
its international apparatus contin ued to function under cover. Louis 
Francis Budcnz, former managing editor of the Daily Worker, who 
left the CPUSA in 1945, is in a position to know how the Communist 
International! in spite of its alleged dissolution, behaved during 
World W tu' I. He has declared: 
As a matter of faot, the Communist Party apparatus continued to function in the 
same manner as before, all Communist Parties receiving directives from Moscow 
and foUowing a common line.' 
D uring this period, Moscow reached its supporters in other lands 
through two publicat.ions: War and the Working Class, founded 
June 8, 1943, and New Times, both published in various languages, 
including E nglish. New Times is still published. 
Within 2 years after the close of World War II and 4 years alter 
the alleged dissolution of t.he Communist International, the worldwide 
Communist organization was reconstituted. Certain obvious devices 
were employed to conceal Moscow's dominan.t role and purpose. 
In September 1947, a conference of nine European Communist parties 
was held in Poland, including the parties of Rumania, Hungary, 
Yugosla.via, France, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Italy, Poland, and, 
of course, the Soviet Union . This obviated the necessity of a con-
ference of representatives of all Communist parties which would bave 
been expensive and cumbersome. The meeting held in Poland was a 
1 "History ortbe Communist Party of lbe United States." by WUllam 7,. PO!II« (International P\lbllfben 
1'11"" Yort . 1i62) p. 41J. 
• "History 01 the TIu"ee Intemallonala:'byWIIUam Z. Foater(1nUlmatlonal Publlsben,Ne .. York. 
IIIM). p. 0439. 
'''The Way Oul:' by Earl Bro"'d« (1ntemallonsl Publlsbers. New York, 1~1), p. 191. Dally Worker. 
Nov. 17. I~. pp. I and 4. 
o "HlstoryoftheCommunlstPartyolthe United States,"by Wllllam Z. F(I61n (InternatlonaJ. Publlahen. 
New York. 1962) pp. 414. 415 . 
• "I1lstoty or the T heM InternBl1onaIB," bY Wl1llam Z. Foster (Intern ational Publishers. New York . 
1%5). p. 43(1. 
1 "'l'h.o ToohnlQ.ueII or Communism." by Louis F. Buden.z (Benry Regoery Co., Chicago. IDM). p. 11. 
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move to offset the charge that the gathering was inspired by Moscow. 
Headq uarters were subsequently established in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, 
and later shifted to Bucharest, Rumania, in the name of the Informa~ 
tion Bureau of Communist and Workers Parties, otherwise known as 
the Cominform. It published a weekly journal known as "For a 
Lasting Peace: For a People's Democracy." 
In his book, "History of the Three Internationals," William Z. 
Foster declared: 
The American Communist Party while supporting the bureau, declared that 
reactionary legislation in the United States made it inadvisable for it to affiliate.' 
NOLwithstanding this failure to affiliate, Lhe Communist Party, 
U.S.A., printed t he resolutions of tbe nine party Communist con~ 
ference in it-s official theoretical organ, Political Affairs, for November 
1947, pages 1051 to 1056, with undisguised approval. 
A. A. Zhdanov, member of the Politburo of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union and its delegate to the Poland conference, who 
made the keynote speech, declared that American imperialist aggre8~ 
sion was responsible for the critical world si tuation whieh, gave rise 
to the conference. Overlooking l.ho rapid expansion of the Soviet 
Empire to include hundreds of millions of captive populations, 
Zbdanov declared: 
The Trulllan·Marshall plan is only a constituent part, the EuroJ>Call section, 
of the gelleral plan of world expnnsionist policy carried on by the Unil.ed States 
in all parts of the world • ••. The aggressors of yesterday-the capitalist mag-
nates of Germany and Japan-s.re being prepared by the United States for tI. 
Ilew role-to become the instrument of the imperialist policy of the United States 
in EUrope and Asia." I 
In April 1956, the Information Bureau of the Communist a.nd 
Workers' Parties was dissolved and its official organ, "For a Lasting 
Peace, For a People's Democracy," ceased publical.ion. 1o Various 
reasons bave been advanced for the dissolution. The step may well 
have been deemed advisable because the organization had been too 
closely identified with Joseph Stalin who had been the target of severe 
criticism at the 20th Congress ef the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union in February 1956. Another motive which is advanced is that 
Khrushchev was seeking to reestablish friendly relations with Mnr-
shal Tit.o, who had been sca.thingly denounced by the Cominform. 
Another theory is that the move was a concession to further Khru-
shchev's energetic campaign for coexistence with the free world.. What-
ever the real motive)., the void wbieh existed in tbe open functioning 
of the international VODUnunist· organization was closed in November 
1957. 
Since April 1956, friction has developed within the ranks of the 
international Communist organization which has reached proportions 
sufficiently dangerous to be a threat to the stability oC Khrushcbev's 
position as Soviet dictator and as the acknowledged bead of the world 
Commwlist movement. In October and November 1956.,1 large..scale 
uprisings occurred in Communist Poland and Hungary. 111 the latter 
case Soviet troops were required to crush the rebellion. In June 1958, 
the Communist government oC Hungary found it necessary to execute 
• P. 4it and PoUUOIl Atr..n, D«Iember lit7, PP. 1141, llt2, "8tBt.emllllt on tbe Questlon of AmllAUoo to 
,be Informltkon Bureau of ~ Nine Commullli' p..-Uea." 
• Political Atf.n, Deto:!mber IlH7, p. logo; reprinted In the "History of \he Tbl'1!6 lnternaUonal!l," b, 
WllUam Z. FOItCt International Publl3ben, NeW' York, 11lM), p. 493. 
"NeW' York Tlmlll, Dee. 3, IQ57, pp. IlIld 8. 
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Gen. Pal Maletcr a.nd (ormer" Premier Imre Nagy. There are signs 
of alo.ck of coordinat.ion between the policies of tbe Soviet. Union and 
the policies of her satellites, Poland, China, and particularly Yugo-
slavia. There has been friction among the satellities themselves, not-
ably between Poland and East Germany. Ideological differences have 
developed among the international parties which have elicited world-
wide Communist condemnation of so-called "revisionism." II There 
have been important deCections in various Communist pa.rties .notably: 
DEFECTIONS OR EXPULSIONS FROM COMMUNIST PARTY Ot' V ARIOUS 
COUNTRIES 1956- 58 
Bulgaria 
Prof. M. Kazandzhiev 
Pro!. C. H. Poprv 
Expelled from 'Bulgarian Communist Party, March 17, 1958. 
Denmark 
General Secretary Aksel Larson 
Suspended October 21, J958. 
France 
Hcnri Lclcbvre (philosopher) 
Michel Saper (doctor) 
Bernard Abramovicz (doctor) 
Suspended June 19, 1958, from French Communist Party for 
periods varying between 6 months to 1 year. 
Germany (East) 
Karl Schirdcwan 
E. F. Wollweber, sLate security minister 
F. Oelssner, economic expert 
Expelled February 3 and 6, 1958. 
Hungary 
Gyorgy Lukacs (philosopher) 
October 1958, on trial. 
Greece 
Secretary Gen. Nicolas Zachariades 
Expelled April 4, 1956. 
HQUaruJ 
Gerben Wagenaar 
Henk Gortzak 
F. Reuter 
B. Brandscn 
Expelled April 4, 1958. 
I taly 
AlItollio Giolitti 
Resigned July 23,1957. 
Bruno Corbi 
Emilio Rosini 
Resigned in protest to purges of March 1958. 
Giulio Seniga 
-::-;:::=:::;:,O::ust.ed out of inner councils, April 19, 1958. 
"HBlTy SehWlilU, Ne ... York 1'ime$, Nov.llI., 1~7, P. El. 
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Poland 
Ryszard Turski 
E.Lasota. 
5 
Editors-along with a group of staff members of weekly 
newspapers- expelled October 16,1957. 
Mieczyslaw Jastrun 
Pawel Hertz 
Juliusz ZuIawski 
Jerzy Andrzejewski 
Stanislaw Dygat 
Writers- resigned November 15, 1957. 
Slovak Communist Party 
Stefan Sebesta 
Augustine Mihalicka 
Dropped from leadership, May 20, 1958. 
united States 
John Gates, editor, Daily Worker 
Resigned January 10, 1958. 
In order to strenzthen Khrnshchev's leadership at home in prepara-
tion for the 21st Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
in January 1959, and in order to insure against defect.ions among the 
Soviet satellites in the event of war, it was deemed necessary and 
timely to consolidate the international Communist organization. 
For more than 2 weeks in November 1957 the leaders of all signifi-
cant Communist parties held sessions in Moscow. The me;eting was 
called for two purposes: (1) In honor of the 40th anniversary of the 
Russian Revolution; (2) to revive the Communist International in a 
modified form. Despite its recent vociferous claims regarding its 
independence as a political organization, the Communist Party, 
U.S.A., endeavored to send an official delegate, Simon GCl"Son, who 
was, however, denied a passport. It 
On November 21, 1957, Reuters made public the declaration of the 
delegates to this meeting from Communist and Workers' parties of 12 
countries as issued by Hsinhua news agency in Peiping, Communist 
China. The participating parties were: Albanian Party of Labor, 
Bulgarian Communist Party, Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, 
Vietnamese Working People's Party, Socialist Unity Party of Ger-
many, Communist Party of China, Korean Party of Labor, People's 
Revolutiona'fY Party of, Mongolia, Polish United Workers' Party, 
Rumanian Workers' Party, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, and 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. ls On November 28,1957, 
a· manifesto was issued in Moscow in the name of 64 Communist and 
Workers' parties of both "Socialist and capitalist countries." 14 Be-
ginning wtth the issue of September 1958, an international monthly 
organ was published called "World Marxist Review," in English, 
Russian, Chinese, French, Spanish, German, Italian, Swedish, Czech, 
Polish, Rumanian, Bulgarian, Korean, Albanian, and Vietnamese, and 
!I New York Times, Nov. 11 IIM?, p. 18: Dally Worker, Nov. 11, l1lli7. p. 2-
"New York Times, November 22. 1957. p. 6: Dally Worker, December 16 and 22, l1lli7, pp. 4 and 9. 
"Dally Worker, o-mber:, l1lli7, pp. 2l11ld 3. 
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distributed by the Press Circulation Agency in Com.mWlist. Czecho-
slovakia. This issue characterized itself &S-
a. joint publication of the Central Committees of the Communist and Workers' 
Parties which took part in the conference of representativC8 of certain Com-
munis t parties in Prague ill March of this year.'. 
With the publica.tion of this monthly organ, it may be said that the 
newly constituted Communist International has taken 8. long step 
forward . 
OPERATIONS OF THE I NnmNATIONAL COMMUNIST ORGANIZATION 
Under its various guises during the past 40 years, as the Communist 
Intcrnation&l, the Information Bureau of Communist and Workers' 
Parties and in its present form of the Conference of Commun ist and 
Workers' Parties, the in ternat.ional Communist. organizat.ion has 
e.'''ercised t.he following funct.ions toward t.he Communist. Part.ies or 
t.b e world.' 
1. It. has served as the inst.rument. whereby the leaders of t.he 
Communist. Part.y of the Soviet. Union have manipulated t.he 
part.ies. 
2. As such it. has furnished the means by which Soviet leaders 
have been ensbled to organize subversion against non~Communist. 
governments through affiliated Communist parties, withou t as~ 
surning open or direct. responsibility. 
3. It has heen the aut.horit.ative interna.tional spokesman and 
interpreter of the theory of Marxism-Leninism upon which the 
international and its affil ist.es are predicated. 
4. The international organizat.ion has been just.ified in each 
country on the basis or proletarian in ternationahsm. 
5. From time to t.ime it has issued directives to affiliated parties 
governing matters of policy. From time to time it. has issued 
elaborate pr0l:rams, acceptance of which has been compulsory for 
affiliated parties. 
6. Leading members of national parties haye been removed at. 
the behest. of the in ternational organization and matters of party 
organizat.ion have been decided. 
7. It has furnished affiliated part.ies with financial support and 
material aid to affiliated parties. 
8. It has trained part.y leaders and organizers in special schools 
in the Soviet Union. 
9. I t has sent its representatives to affiliated pa.rties with 
plenipotentiary power over them. 
10. From t.lme to time it. has organized international con-
gresses attended by representatives of affiliated pll.I"ties, for the 
purpose of laying down 10n~-rallge policy directives. 
11. It has assigned individual representatives of affiliated 
Communist. parties on missions throul:hout the world . These 
missions have included espionage, courier service, assassination, 
military warfare, party organization and propaganda. 
12. Communist parties have been required to make extensive 
reports on t.heir activities to the headquarters of the international 
Communist organization. 
"World MuIist Revle .... Sept.mber I. J). 6. 
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13. The Communist press ol the various countries has been 
systema.tically reviewed and supervised by representatives o{ the 
international Communist organization. 
14. The operation of the international Communist or~anization 
has been manifested by the close interlocking of the various Corn· 
munist parties through greetings and fraternal delegates to each 
others' congresses or conventions and the interchange of articles 
and speeches published in each others' press . Books and pam-
phlets have been published interchangeably in various langua~es. 
15. In special fields expert instructors have been sent from tIme 
to time from the headquar ters of tbe internationa.l Communist 
organiza.tion to the .... arious Communist parties. 
16. For special purposes the various parties have maintained 
secret contact witb Soviet Embassies or their representatives. 
17. The birthdays and the death of Communist le".ders from 
various countries have been mutually honored by Communist 
Parties throughout the world. 
18. International front organizations such as the World 
Federation of Trade Unions, the World Peace Con~ress, the 
World Federation of Democratic Youth, and the World Federation 
of Democratic Women have been supported by individual Com-
munist parties. Internationally coordinated campaigns have 
been conducted by these front organizations. 
19. Maintenance of an international press, radio and propa-
ganda service, including a central, official organ for the guidance 
of affiliated Communist parties. 
20. All Communist Parties are pledged to the defense of the 
Soviet Union. 
21. All CommunisL ParLies view the CommuniSL Party of Lhe 
Soviet Union as the " leading party, by vi rtue of its greut revolu~ 
tionary experience" and as a model party. 
22. WiLh slight variations the policies and even the organiza-
tional forms and practices have paralleled those of the Commu· 
nisI, Party of the Soviet Union. 
23. Since its inception the international CommunisL organiza~ 
tion has maintained discipline over its affiliated parties, which 
has manifested itself in various way, including public censure ol 
parties and individual leaders, expulsion of leaders, and even 
entire parties. 
Verification of these unifying characteristics, common to Commu-
nist (and so-called Workers') Parties of the world, caD be {ound in 
the lollowing sources: 
A1exa.nder, Robert J. , "Communism in Latin America" (New Brunswick, 
nutgers University Press, 1951). 
(Bookmailer, New York, 1958) "Outlawing the Communist Pa.rty of 
Germany." 
Borkenau, Fra.nz, "European Communism" (London, Faber, and Faber, 1953) . 
Borkenau, F'Tanz, "World Communism: A History of the Communist Inter· 
national" (New York, W. W. Norton, 193!J). 
Budenz, Louis F., "The Techniques of Communism" (Henry Rcgnery Co., 
Chicago, 1954). 
Draper, Thoodore, "The Roots of American Communism" (New York, the 
Viking Press, 1957). 
Ebon, Martin, " World Communism Toda.y" (New York, MeGraw·Hill, 
1948). 
4Q29g........o9--2 
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Einaudi, Mari2t Jean-Marie Domenach, and Aldo Garosci, "Communism 
in Western .f!jurope" (Ithac!!., Camel! University Press, 1951). 
Foster, William Z., "History of the Three Internationals" (International 
Publishers, New York, 1955). 
Foster, Wil!illm Z., "History of the Communist Party of the United States" 
(New York, International Publishers, 1952). 
Gitlow, Benjamin, "I ConfOSll" (Dutton, New York, 1939, 1940). 
(House Committee on Un-American Activities, Rept No. 209) "The Com-
munist Party of the United States As An Agent at a Foreign Power." 
(House Committee on Un-American Activities, Rept. No. 1694) "Organized 
Communism in the United States." 
Rowe, Irving and Lewis Coser, "The American Communist Party, A Critical 
History, 1919--57" (Boston, Beacon Press, 1957). 
Kautsky, ·John H., "Moscow and the Communist Party of India" (Cam-
brida:e, Technology Press of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
1956). 
Kennedyl.. Malcolm D., "A History of Communism in East Asia" (New 
York, l'l"ederick A. Pracger, 1958). 
Laquer, Waiter Z., "Communism and Nationalism in the Middle East" 
(New York Fredcrick A. Praeger, 1956). 
Masani, M. n., "The Communist Party of India: A Short History" (New 
York, MacmilJan 1954) . 
Meissnert Boris{.. "The Communist Party of the Soviet Union" (New York, FredcTlck A. t'racger, 1958). 
North, IWbert C., "Moscow and Chinese Communists" (Stanford, St.a.nford 
University Press, 1953). 
Oneal, James, and G. A. Werner, "Amcrican Communism: A Critical Analy-
sis of Its Origins, Development, and Programs" (New York, E. P. Dutton, 
1947) . 
Petrov, Vladimir and Evdokia, "Empire of Fear" (Australia) (Praeger, 
New York 1958). 
Rossi, A., "Communist Party in Action" (France) (Yale University Press, 
New Haven, 1949) . 
Royal Commission of Canada, "The Report of the Royal Commission of 
Cana.da," June 27 1946. 
Schneider, Ronald M., "History of the Communist Party in Guatemala" 
(Praegcr, New York, 1958). 
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, "The Communist Party of the 
U.S.A ., What It Is, How It Works-A Halldbood for Americans" (Senate 
Internal Security Subcommittee, December 21,1955). 
Seton-Watson, Hugh, "From Lenin to Malenkov: The History of World 
Communism" (New York, Frederiek A. Praegcr, 1958). 
Sharkey, L. L., "All Outline History of the Aust ralian Communist Party" 
(Sydney, Australian Communist Party 1944). 
Swearingcn, Rodgcr, and Paul Langer, I'Red Flag in Japan : International 
Communism in Action, 1919-1951" (Cambridge, Harvard University 
Press, 1952). 
Tai, Sheng-yuz "Pekin_g, Moscow, a.nd the Communist Parties of Colonia l Asia" (Cambridge, Center for International Studies, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology 1954). 
Taylor, Henry A., "C:;mmunism ill Great Britain: A Short History of the 
British Communist Party" (London, Conservative Political Centre, 1951). 
THE COMMUNI ST PARTY, U.S.A., AND THE INTERNATIONAL 
By way of example, we dte specific instances to show how the Com-
munist Party, U.S.A., since its incep tion in 1919, has been interlocked 
with the international Communist organization and its ruling party, 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. As a first exhibit we 
present the views p£ Alex Bittleman, for many years a member of t.he 
national board (or political committee) of the CPUSA: 
A unified and single Communist Party was materialized in the United States 
in shorter timel less painfully and wastefully, than would have been the case without the aovice and assistance of the Comintern. ••. Once more the 
!\mericl'P CompluniS):.<3 consulted wnh the Complunis~ Internl\tionaj . That w~ 
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in 1921- 22. And correct advice came, as it was bound to, and with its help 
"Workers Party" was organized. ••. What was it that proved especially 
helpful for the American Communist in the Comintern advice Oil lcgllolllond illegal 
work? It Wfl.S the world and Russian experience of Bolshevism· •• , It was 
the Comintern IIo(lvice and guidance that helped American Communists to turn 
full face to the building of 110 left wing in the reformist unions beginning with 1920; 
it was the advice of the Cominstern that helped formulate a correct solution to one 
of the basic problems of the American proletariat-the organization of the un-
organized into trade unions; it was advice of t he Comintern on independent leader-
ship of the economic struggles by the revolutionary elements that helped formulate 
strike policies and tactics. ••. Once more came the "outside" influence of the 
Comintern; and what did it say? It said that the struggle against discrimination 
and for Negro rights is a revolutionary s truggle for the nllotionalliberatioD of the 
Negro.s, that must fight for complete Negro equality, and that in the Black Belt 
the full realizlIotion of this demand requires the fight for the national sclf-determi-
nation of the Negroes including the right of scfaration from the United States and 
the organization of all independent state· .... The Cotnintern undertook to 
prepare the proletarian vanguard, the Communist Party, and through it the whole 
working class for effective struggle against unemplovment (" Mileatone8 of Comin-
tern Leadership," by Alex Bittleman, Communist, tl1arch 1934, pp, 235 to 249). 
The same aut.horit.y expanded his article into a pamphlet entitled 
"Milestones in the History of the Communist. Party," which paid 
tribute to the role of the Communist. International and the Com-
munist Par~y of the Soviet Union in the following glowing terms: 
The Communist International and its model party- the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union- headed by Comrade Stalin, gave us the guidllonce that helped 
the American Communists to find the way to the masses and to the position of 
vanguard (p. 8) ....... The leading role of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union in the Comintern needs neither explanation nor a.pology. A party that 
haa opened up the epoch of the world revolution, and that IS succC88fully building 
a classless society on olle-sixth of the earth, is cheerfully recognized and followed 
aa the leading party of the World Communist movement (p. 71).1' 
The history of the CPUSA since 1919 produces specific directives 
from t.he Communist. International or its equivalent over the past 40 
years. Such directives have covered a host of important issues, such 
as unity of the American Communist Party and the American Com-
munist Lahor Party into the United Communist Part.y (1920); cel-
ebration of the third anniversary of the Russian Revolut.ion (1920); 
formation of an open, legal party (1921); program concerning the tasks 
of the Americall/)arty (1921, 1927); the factional st.ruggle wit.hin the 
Workers Party 0 America (1922, 1924- 26, 1928, 1929); the establish-
ment of the Daily Worker (1923); formation of Communist shop nuclei 
(1923,1925) ; trade-union tactics (1925); Iabor delegation to the Soviet 
Union (1925); removal of headquarters from Chicago to New York 
(1926); approval regarding the holding of a convent.ion (1927); attack 
on Chiang Kai-shek; formation of a farmer-Iabor party in the United 
States; approval of students sent to the Lenin School
t
:' permission t.o 
hold a natlOnal convention (1928); Young Communist. eague (1929); 
expulsion of certain CPUSA leaders (1929); removal of Lovestone as 
executive secretary (1929); review and criticism of the Daily Worker 
(1933)j approval of CPUSA disaffiliation from the Comintern (1940); 
expulslOn of Earl Browder, general secretary, CPUSA (1945); the 
creation of a broad, popular movement against the domination of 
large monopolies (1958) . 
The list of representatives of the internationa.l Communist organi· 
zation who came to this country to dictate policy for the CPUSA is 
equally impressive, A list follows: G. Valetsky (1922); Carl E. 
""MtJeatollesln the HlstoryoltheCommunlst;Pvty;' by\AIM BlttelmBtl (Worken LlbrBry Ptlbllsher~ 
Ne ... York, 11137), P. 71. 
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Johnson (1921- 1922) ; John Pepper (1922- 1929); Boris Reinstein 
(1922); S. Gussev (1925); Y. Sir-ala (1926- 1927) ; ArtllUr Ewert 
(1927); Harry Pollit t (1929) ; Philipp DeDgel (I 929); B. Mikhailov 
(1929-1930); Ocr-hart Eisler (1931- 1932); (1940-1 945).~ . Petersen 
(1925- 1926); M . J enks (1928); F. Marini (1928- 1938); William Rust 
(1927); Willi Mucnzcnberg (1934) ; Raymond Guyot (1938); HerLa 
KUllsinen, daughter of 01.1.0 V. Kuusincnj I.JOuis Gibarti (1934); 
D. Z. Manuilsky (1945).17 
The pilgrimage of American Communists to Moscow have been so 
frequent that the city is often referred to in inner Communist circles 
as "Mecca." The following American Communists have attended 
congresses of the Communist International beld in Moscow: 
J ohn Reed, Boris Reinstein, S. K. Rutgers, fi rst congre&8 March 1~, 1919. 
l.ouis Fraina, Alexander Soocklitsky, Johll Reed, John N. Jorgis, Alexander 
Bilan, Edward 1. Lindgren, second COllgre&8, July 23-August 7,1920. 
Robert Minor, Max Bcdacht, Dill Haywood, Nieholas Hourwieh, Oscar 
T ywerousky, ElIa Reeve Bloor, Jaek'Crosby, t.hird congresa, J une 22-July 
J2,1921. 
L. E. Kattcrfeld, Max Bedacht. * * * alias Pullman, T . n. SulJivan, Arne 
Swabeck, Otoo l:Iu iswood, Claude McKay, Kucher, Alexander Trachtcn-
berg * * * Illias James Cartwright, fourth congress, November 7- December 
3, 1922. 
WiUiam F. Dunnc, IsrMl Amtcr, * * * Jackson, fift.h congress, June 17-
July 8, 1924. 
Lovct.t Fort-Whitclllan, William W. WeinstoneJ.. J amcs P . Cannon, J ames W. 
Ford, Otto B all, Harry M. Wicks, Ale:.: u ittelman, Benjamin GiUow, 
Earl Browder, Samuel Darcy, Bartram D. Wolfe, William Z. Foster, Jay 
Lovestone, Manuel Gomez, WiIl iam F . Dunoe, sixth congress, July 25-
September I , 1928. 
Earl Browder, William Z. Foster, Gilbert Green, Jamcs W. Ford, Robert. 
Minor, Samuel Darcy, seventh congress, July 25-August. 21, 1935. " 
The 21st Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union was 
held during t.he lat.t.er part. of January 1959. Communist. Party 
leaders, some of whom appeared as previous delegates to the congresses 
of the Communist International applied for passports to the Soviet 
Union in 1958: Alexander Traciltenberg, publisher; George Morris, 
labor columnist; John Abt, lawyer; Paul Novick, editor; William L. 
Patterson, Daily Worker manager; Philip S. Fooer, wTiter ; and James 
E. Jackson, Jr.'v 
William Z. Foster, long-time chairman of the CPUSA, has testified 
that he visited the Soviet Union in 1921, 1923 or 1924, 1926, 1928 
1929, 1930,1 934, 1935, and 1937.-
Leading officials of t he CPUSA have received in tensive training in 
civil warfare, conspiratorial met.hods and propaganda at. t.he Lenin 
School in Moscow, including, Carl Reeve, district. organizer; Charles 
Krumbein, district organizer and int.e.rnational representative; Joseph 
Zack (Kornfeder), nat.ionlll industrial organizer Ilnd international 
represent.a.tive; Clarcnce Hathaway Daily Worker editor; Morris 
Childs, district organizer; Marcel Schercr, espionage agent; Steve 
""Ttu! Communist Party o' tile United StaleS Aa an Agont o' a Foreign Power," H. Repl. No. :1)11. 
Committee 00 Un·Amerlcan AcU"'lklII, pp 32-34; bearlnp, "01. V. p. M8&: "Interlocking 8ub~ersIon In 
Oo«rn.ment Deparlmenb," Sflnate Intwn.l 8flcurlty Suba.>mmltle8, p i. 11), p. 1034: "Stn.U>gJ and Tactlce 
of World Communism," pt. 10, pp. VI&, V11. 
" ibid. pp. 38, 31). 
" H~ belor-IItbe Senate Internal SecurIt y Subeommlttee Dec. 16. I~ 
• HarInp heron the Special Commltte8 00 Un-Amerkan AC\,,,.ttlel. ".01.. 7, p. '32010 . 
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Nelson, district organizer and espionage agent and a number of 
othcrs.21 
To illustrate the intimate interchange on matters of policy among 
the world Communist. l)arties, we cite Political Affairs, theoretical 
organ of the Communist Party, U.S.A., which has rep~at.edly carried 
articles by foreign Communists, partieularly members of the Russian 
p'arty. We cite only issues covering the last. 3 ycars by way of 
Ill ust.ration: 1958: Jaeques D ucJos (France},/.. Harta Kuusinen (Fin-
land), Franz Marck (Austria), Pravda (U.:::;.S.R), Maur ice Thorez 
(France); 1957: N. A. Bulganin (U.S.S.R), Yang Chou (China), 
Maurice Dobb (Great Britain), Ajoy Ghosh (India), Wladyslaw 
Gomulka (Poland), Mao Tse-Tung (China), Leslie Morris (Canada), 
Soviet Economists (U.S.S.R.); 1956: Cent.ral Committee of the Com-
munist Party oC the Soviet Union, R . Palme Dut.t (Great Britain) , 
WIadyslaw Gomulka (poland), N. S. Khrushchev (U.S.S.R.) , Prumiro 
Togliatti (I taly). Similarly the name of William Z. Foster, long-
t.ime chairman of the CPUSA, appears as a contributor to the follow-
ing Soviet publications: Communist, February and October 195i , 
theoretical organ of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union; 
Literary Gazette, Ma.y 1958; International Life, July and Oct.ober 1957. 
At the 16th National Convention of the Communist Party, U.S.A., 
held February 9-12, 1957, greetings were received from t.he follow-
ing Communist. Parties: Fmnce, Italy, China, Japan , Bolivia, Colom-
bia, Great Britain, Australia, Puerto R ico, Net.herlands, Canada, 
Bulgaria, Bclgium, Trieste, Korea, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, El 
Salvador, Mexico, Guatemala, Uruguay, Chile, Rumania, and t bc 
Soviet Union. 
International Affairs, for June and Novem ber 1956, published in 
Moscow as a monthly journal of political analysis by the Soviet. 
Society for the Popularization of Political and Scientific Knowledge, 
discloses the intimate knowledge of Moscow aut.horities with t.he 
problems of the Communist Party, U.S.A., and the tendency of these 
au thorities to advise their American affiliate: 
Important tasks in the struggle for peace and democratic freedoms confront 
the Communist Parties of Grcat Britain and the United States. T he Communist 
Parties in these countrics are not yet ms.ss parties. They lack as yet the great 
influ ence enjoyed, say, by the Communist Parties of France and Italy. 
• • • • • • • 
The Communist Party of the United States is working under exceptionally 
difficult conditions at the moment, being subjected to persecution and repressions. 
Communists are banned from government sen' ice, denied jobs ill BOme branches 
of industry, barred from teaching in schools and from holding leading poeitions 
in the trade unions. Despite these hardships the American Communists are 
waging a courageous struggle for peace and the vital interests of the people. 
• • • • • • • 
011 December 27,1955, Eugene Dennis, secretary general of the party, replying 
to questions by newspapermen, noted that in the United States there is every 
possibility of forming a m9.S8 democratic front alld a political combination power-
ful enough to ensure in the 1956 elections the return to power of a Government 
and Congress, which, U11doubtedly, would give more heed to the will aud needs 
of the people than their immediate predecessora tl 
""The CklmmunlsC Party of Che Unlted States Aa An A«nt 01. FOI"illgn Power ..... lI UAO, p. ~2: Iran-
IOCrlpl QI 1'(IOQI'(j, voL I, Supreme 000,1 QI Cbe Unlted Slelel, OClObe, term, NQ. 10, (.:~"'monll • ....uA of Pm .. • 
rrltoo"Ia, Pttlll_, v. SI_ N./nn, On Writ 01 Certlor .... 1 to tbe Supreme Court 01 the CQmmonweaJth 01 
Pennsylvanla , Western Dl:ltrlee, pp. M7, &liS: bearlllp, SpecIal Committee on Un·AmerlCfln Acllvllles 
voL 11, PP. 7020-70211. _ 
.. International AII!I.I .. , June 10:.6, pp. M, 61-<i:l, M, ""m arllfll6 entitled " For P_, DemOOl'SCY QIld 
NatlonallndependeDOi"." by V. Kortunov. 
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In an article in the New York Daily Worker on the significance of the 20th 
CongrClls of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, published ill the middle 
of June, Eugene Dennis, general secretary of the National Committee of the 
Communist Party of t he U.S.A., made t he point that the 20th Congress marked 
a new stage in the development of socialism and in the struggle for peaceful 
coexistence-a struggle begun when Lenin was still alive, continued in subsequent 
years and which, with the passage of time, was becoming more and more effective 
and successful. The rise of socialism as a world system and the disintegration 
of the colonial empires, as Dennis correctly noted, have enriched many of the 
fundamentals of Marxism and have imparted a new significance to them . A 
Leninist concept that is now acquiring a new social significance is the concept 
that "socialism and capitalism can live and peacefully compete in the same 
world," that "civilization is now on the threshhold of a la.sting peace because of 
the new world relationships, and through the heightened mass intervention and 
unity of the peoples." U 
Recil?rocally t he CPUSA sent greetings to the Italian Communist 
Party III ]956,24 to the Czech and French Communist Part-ies in 
June 1955.U 
As late as 1959, the CPUSA displayed the closeness of its ties to the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union when Eugene Dennis, national 
secretary, and Robcrt Thompson, executive secretary, sent a greeting 
to the 21st Congress of the CPSU in the name of the national com-
mittee of the CPUSA and it was announced that James E. Jackson, 
"party secretary for southern and Negro affairs," was to attend the 
congress . The greeting read in part as follows: 
On the occasion of the 21 st Congress, the Communist Party of the U.B.A. 
extends its warmest fraternal greetings to the great Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union which, boldly applying and developing the principles of Marxism-
Leninism, is leading the Soviet people to ever new social advances * * *. 
May t he solidarity of the working people of all countries and thc fra ternal 
relationships of the Communist and 'Vorkers' Parties grow ever stronger in the 
noble cause of peace, democracy, and socialism. 28 
International Affairs for June and November 1956 also paid tribute 
to the leading role of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
emphasizing that "the international Communist movement as a whole 
is a single and monolithic force," based on "Marxist-Leninist teach-
ing," and the role of the Information Bureau of Communist and 
Workers' Parties formed in 1947: 
A le!loding role in the struggle for peace, democracy. and social progress is played 
by the gre!lot, alm08t 3O-million army of Communists who in each country unite 
and direct into a common channel all the streams of the modern democratic 
movement. 
The Communist parties of the different countries are working in the most varied 
conditions: the Communist Party of the Soviet Union heads the struggle of the 
Soviet peoplc in advanCing from socialism to communism; the Communist Parties 
of the People's Democracies are leading the popular masses in the struggle to 
build socialism; in the capitalist countries the Communist parties act as the van_ 
guard of all the patriotic forces in the fi.@iht for peace, democracy, and socialism. 
But despite the variety of conditions, the mternational Communist movement a.s a 
whole ia a single and monolithic force, united on a common ba.sis--the immortal 
and constantly develofing Jl.farxist-Leninist teaching which is the guide for the 
Communist Parties 0 the world. Creative application of the gre!lot ideas of 
Marxism in keeping with the constantly changing conditions of social life makes 
the Communist movement an invincible force. 
• • • • • • 
.. International Affairs, November 19M, pp. 20-26, from ft.n article by A. Romanov, entitled "The Un. 
breakable Ideological Unity of the Communist Par! as." 
.. Dally Workef December &, 195&, p. 2. 
" Mosoow, TABS, Broadcast, JlUle 1\1,1958; Pl"SI!ue, C~oob Home S\\rvlce Broadcast, June 19, 1%8; 
Dally Worker, June 22, 1958, p. 3 . 
.. Dally Worker,lan. 25, 1959, p. 1&. 
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- - - Commun ists all over the world are now able to make use no~ only of the 
experience of the CPSU but also of the rich experience of the Communist Party of 
China. and the other countries of people's democracy. The success of the Soviet ' 
Un ion and of all the countries of the Socialist camp in home and foreign policy is 
of enormous inspiring force for the working people of all countries. 
- - - - - - -A feature of this new phase is the monolithic solidarity of the Communist 
parties, the undivided triumph of the Marxist-Leninist ideology and the further 
strengthening of the parties' ranks. The elaborat ion by the 20th Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union of 0. number of vital questions of the do.)" 
greatly assists the Communist parties. Communists all over the world unanl· 
mously approved the results of the 20th Congress of the CPSU.n 
The same thought appears in another issue of International Affairs: 
Of enormous importancc for a correct understanding of the present situation are 
the decisions adopUld at the 20th CongrC88 oC the Communist j)arty of the Soviet 
Union and the new and profoundly correct conclusions, based on the granite foun-
dation of Marxism·Leninism, reached by the congress on such fundamental 
questions as the peaceful coexistence of countries with different soeial systems, 
the possibili ty of preventing war, the various forms of trausition to socialism in 
various countries and, finally, the question posed by the eongrcss concerning the 
relations between the political parties in the working·class movement and com-
bined action by them. 
- - - - - - -In practically all countries the Communist and Workers' parties, which base 
themselves on the living doc~rine of Marxism-Leninism and which speak as the 
most vigorous and consistent opponents of war and reaction 86 ch.ampioll9 of 
peace, of the vital interests of the working people and natiOnal independence, are 
growing and becoming stronger - - -
T he Communist parties in the capitalist world have grown organizationally 
and idoologieally during the postwar years - - -
- - - - - - -The Information Bureau of Communist and Workers' Parties, formed in 1947 
ill keeping witJl the needs of those times, undoubtedly played a positive role in 
the international Conununist movem ent during the postwar years. It heJped in 
no smsll measure in overcoming the dispersal and in establishing and strengtfienin.v:: 
fraternal contact snd mutual exchange of experience between the parties - - • 
- - - - - - -It will be recalled that delegations from 55 Communist and Workers' parties 
were present as guests of the 20th Congress of the CPSU. Over 50 fraternal 
parties were reprC8Cnted at the eighth congress of the Communi.$t Party of China. 
Delegations from many Collununist parties were present at the 14th Congress of 
th'e French Communist Party. Direct links, exch...ange of delegations, and per-
IIOnal contact I)etween the Communist parties. 
Direct strengthening of the fraternal solidarity of the Communist parties of all 
countries was undoubtedly he1p,oo by their complete identity of views on the 
queatio08 advanced by the 20th Congress of the CPSU, illcluding the questions 
of unity of action by the working ciaa9 and the relations with other working-clase 
parWes - - -
- - . - - - -The strength of the Communist and Workers' parties derives from their com-
mon Marxist thooretical basis from their identity of strategical aims and from 
their loyalty to the ultiJnato ideals of the international worklng-cIas.s movement. 
- - - - - - -In upholding the interests of the working class and in fighting for peace, democ· 
racy and socialism, each Communist Party or group of Commull ist parties SC(lks 
and finds the most suitable forms of contact with the other units of the Com-
munist movement. The principles of proletarian internationslism which unite 
the parties reinforce the spirit of constant and active cooperation between them 
in the interests of the further development of the international Communist move-
ment and of further success in the struggle for peace and socialism. This ideologi· 
eal unity and fraternal solidarity of the Marxist parties of the working cl8&! in 
the different countries is all the more necessary becau8C the Cllpi~alist monopolies- ' 
especially in recent times-have been form ing aggressive combinations and blocs 
such as NATO, SEATO, and the Baghdad Pact, aimed against the peace-loving 
n lntemaUooal AfWnI lWl6 l~ pp. M, 61-&3, M. from arlicI& entitled .. For p ..... De!llocncy, and 
NatIonallndependeaoe,' by V. KortuDov. 
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peoples against the national-liberation movement, against the working class and 
the other democratic and progressive forces of modern society opposed to 
i mperialism . 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" The unanimous approval with which the Communist and Workers' parties 
greeted the mClI.'lUre8 taken by our party against the personality cult and jtg 
consequences and their wholehearted support for them were a heavy blow to the 
designs of the reactionaries, to the false and slanderous propagauda peddled by 
the apologists of imperialism who tried- unsuccessfully-to undermine the COll-
fidence of the working people in the Soviet Union and to sow confusion in the ranks 
of the international Communist and workers' movement and besmirch Marxism. 
Leninism. • 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" Communists, who are people of different nationalities, citizens of countries 
often separated by vast distances'rhave always shared fraternal ideas and have 
always been comradCl:l in arms. hcy are doing all in their power to reinforce 
thcir ideological unity, to J;lreserve and strengthen their solidaflty in the common 
struggle for the emall(:ipatlOn of humanity. And they act like brothers, standard 
bearers of the united revolutionary army of labor, always together and never 
forgetting one another neither in day~ of joy nor of sorrow. It is perfectly under. 
standable that when the Communist Party in the United States was outlawed 
or when the West German Federal Court prohibited and dissolved the Communist 
Party of Germany, the other Communist and Workers' parties replied with a 
strong and unanimous protest." n 
DECEPTIVE DEVICES EMPLOYED 
Since the Seventh Congress of the Communist International in 
Moscow in the summer of 1935, there have been no announced 
congresses of this organization. The Comintern was dissolved on 
June 10, 1943, by order of its Executive Committee, not by a congress. 
This marked a new phase in the operation of the international Com-
munist organization, characterized by a number of devices calculated 
to offset previous charges against both the international and affiliated 
parties regarding Moscow domination. Thus the basis for the Infor-
mation Bureau of Communist and Workers' Parties was laid by a 
conference of nine European Communist parties held at an unnamed 
city in Communist Poland, in September 1947. Headquarters were 
established in Belgrade, Yugos!avlli, and, after the dispute with Mar-
shal Tito, they were shifted to Bucharest, Rumania. Moscow's hand 
was revealed by the fact that i~variably the keynote speakers at Com-
inform meetings were leaders of the Commulllst Party of the Soviet 
Union. However, the power of the international, Communist center 
had become so great that it could bestow upon such limited confer-
ences, held outside of Moscow, aU the authority of the allegedly 
defunct Comintern. The practice was altered slightly at the confer-
ence of 12 Communist and Workers' parties of the Socialist countries, 
held in Moscow on November 14- 16, 1957, bu t its declaration was 
released by the Hsinhua News Agency of Peking. It would seem 
that within the international Communist hierarchy, the Communist 
and Workers' parties from Socialist (meaning Communist) countries 
were granted an authority superior to those of capitalist countries. 
The peace manifesto of this conference was immediately indorsed by 
64 representatives from Communist and Workers' Parties of Albania, 
Al$"eria, Argentine, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Britain, Bulgaria, Canada, Ceylon, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa 
Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, 
u In(ernatlon81 Atraln, Nov6mber 1\}56, pp. 20--26, from an. artlcl6 by A. RomlltLov, fIIltltled "Tilt! Un· 
breakabl6 ldeolog1ca\ Unity 01 the Communist Parties." 
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Finland, France, Federal Democratic Republic QC Germany, Greece, 
Guatemala, Hungary, Honduras, India, Indonesia~ !raq, Israel, Italy, 
Japan, Jordan, Korea, Luxembourg Malaya, Mexico, Mongolia, 
Morocco, the Netherlands, New Zeaiand, Norway, Panama, Para-
guay, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Syria, Lebannon, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay, 
Venezuela, Vietnam, Yugoslavia, and the Soviet Union. This was 
reprinted in abridged form under the headline "World Marxist Parties' 
Call for Peace Struggle," in the Daily Worker of December 2,1957, 
page 2. 
In conformance with the new policy of extreme flexibility, meetings 
of individual Communist parties are utilized for the purpose of inviting 
delegates from other Communist parties, at which international policy 
can be conveniently discussed . With considerable pride, In ternational 
Affairs of November 1956 announced from Moscow : 
H will be recal1ed that delegations from 55 Communist and Workers' parties 
were present as guests of the 20Lh Congress of the CPSU. Over 50 fraternal 
parties were represented at the Eighth Congress of the Communist Party of 
China. Delegations from many Communist parties were present at the 14th 
Congress of the Frencl} Communist Party. Direet links, exchange of delegations, 
and personal contact between the Communist parties.'~ 
Writine; from Moscow, where he att.ended the 21st Congress of the 
CommUlllst Party of the Soviet Union held during the last week of 
J anuary 1959, Osgood Caruthers stated in the New York Times of 
January 28, 1959, page 1, that leaders of the Communist movement 
from 70 other nations attended. This included Morris Childs and 
James E. Jackson, Jr., from the CPUSA. 
Not only has the international Communist organization changed its 
name, the title of its official organ and, at times, its headquarter city, 
but the affiliated parties of a number of countries have assumed other 
than Communist names for tactical purposeS. Under the theses and 
stat,utes oC the C9mmuni~t International, . adopted at its third con-
gress, July 17 to August 7,1920, cadl section was required to call it-
self "the Communist Party of the given country (section of the Com-
munist Interna.tional) ." The following affiliates are illustrative: 
Albanian Party of Labor, the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, 
the Vietnamese Working People's Party, the Socialist Unity Party of 
East Germany, the Korean Party of Labor, the Mongolian People's 
Revolutionary Party, the Polish United Workers' Party, and the 
Rumanian Workers' Party. By this means, the leaders of interna-
tional communism are in a position to deny that their international 
gatherings are actually revivals of the Communist International. It 
also makes it easier to entice genuine Socialist parties into united 
front maneuvers. 
The Communist International organization no longer makes a 
practice of frequent, specific directives to affiliated Communist par-
ties as was done prior to the Seventh Congress of the Communist 
International in 1935. On important occasions it utilizes affiliated 
parties to speak in the name of the in ternational organization as was 
the case when Jacques Duclos, leader of the French Communist 
Party, criticized Earl Browder, general secretary of the Communist 
Party, U.S.A., prior 00 the latter's expulsion in 1945.30 
.. International Affairs, November 195(;. from a.n flrUcle by A. Romanov, ooUlled, "The Unbreakable 
IdeolOlrlml Unity 01 the Communist Pertles." 
.. PoUUcal Affairs, July 1Gt5. pp. M6-672. 
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When t.ho League of Commullisi8 of Yugoslavia dared to publish 0. 
draft program in March 1958 which devia ted in some respects from 
t.he line of the intemat.ional Conununist organization, the machinery 
of the international apparatus was quicldy mobilized against the 
Yugoslav dissidents. A critique of the Yugoslav program appeared 
in April 1958 issue of the Moscow Communist, in the Canadian 
Marxist Review, June-July 1958 issue, in the Peiping People's Daily 
for May 5, 1958, which was reprinted in Political Affairs, theoretical 
monthly organ of the CPUSA, and in the Moscow Pravda oC May 9, 
1958.31 
Every conceivable pretext is exploited to provide a convenient 
opportunity for internationsl relations and conferences among the 
world Communist parties, for such contact is the very lifeblood of 
the international conspiracy. Th is was the caso in connection 
with the 11 th Cong!"ess of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 
held in Prague in June 1958. We cite the official World Marxist 
Review for September 1958 : 
The editors of World Marxist Review, taking advantage of the presence in 
Prague for the 11th Congress of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia of 
delegations from the Communist and Workers' parties of a number of countries 
invited members of the delegations to take part in a diSCU88ion which they organ-
ized on the theme of "Economic Crisis and the Working Class." Many comrades 
accepted the invitation and participated in the discussion which took place on 
Ju ne 23. 
I n addition to the members of the editorial board, t he discussion W88 attended 
by the following comrades: Lawrence Aarons (Australian Communist Party); 
Pedro Tadioli and Paulino Ckmzales Alberdi (Argentine Communist Party); 
Ernest Burnelle and Raymond De Smet (Belgian Com mullist Party); James 
Klugmann (British Communist Party); Jesus Faria (Communist Party of Vene-
zuela); Heinrieh Bergmann (German Communist Party); Apostolos Grozos (Greek 
Communist Part,); Alfred J ensen (Danish Communist Party)' Meir Wilner 
(Israeli Communist Party); BMU Yoti (Indian Communist ])arty); D . N . Aidit, 
Rowang and Surodi Bintang (Indonesian Communist Part!); T. Mohammed 
(Iraqi Communist Party); Velio Spano and Bruzio Manzocchl (Italian Commun-
ist Party) i... Leslie Morris and WilIiam Kashtan (LaOOr-Progressive Party of 
Canada); raui de Groot and Marcus Bakker (Netherlanda Communist Party); 
I var Li and Villi Amundaen (Norwegian Communist Party); Haled Oaghdash 
(Communist Party of Syria and the Lebanon)j Jose Luis Massera (Uruguayan 
Communist Party); Inkeri Lehtincn (Finnisfl Communist Party)' Francois 
Oillonx (French Communist PartI); Pieter Keuneman (Ceyioneee Communist 
Party) M well as comrades from BoliVia, Brazil, Chile! Ecuador, I ran, Jordan, 
and other countries. The meeting was also attended oy the economists: Prof. 
J . Schmidt (Institute of Economics of the German Democratic Republic), A. A. 
Arzumanyan (correspoding member of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.), 
and V. V. Lyubimova, doctor of science (economics) of the l rustitute of World 
Economics and International Relations of the Academy of Sciencea of the U.S.S.R. 
Delegations from the institutes of Marxist theory and other research 
and publishing establishments of 20 Communist and Workers' parties 
met in Berlin from October 7- 141. ... 1958. The following coun tries were 
represented: Albania)., Austri~ .tSelgium, Britain, China, Czechoslo-
vakia, France, the u erman JJemocratic RepUblic, Hungary, Italy, 
Korea, the Mongolian People's R epublic, the Netllerlands, Norwa.y, 
Poland, Rumania, Sweden, ",Vest Germany, and the Soviet Union. 
The regularity of these conferences-
declared the Werld Marxist, R eview of December 1958-
which are becoming more reproseni..a.tive and fruitful with every passing year, is 
evidence that the !Study of the history of the laOOr movement, and the t':rchange 
"PoUUcaJ Atr!'irs, 1une 1~, pp. ro-68. 
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of eJL:pcricnce in research on the history of Communist parties, is becoming an 
important fonn of the fraternal t ies be~ween the parties, aiming at the general 
improYenlCnt of ideological work.!! 
Translated from Communist. jargon this means t.hat t.he int.eillational 
Communist organization proposes to est.ablish a t.ight.er control over 
the propaganda of its affiliated parties in order to safeguard itself 
against. dissidents, revisionists, and deviationists like Tito. 
William Z. Foster, an official CPUSA spokesman, explained to his 
followers ill typicaL- Communist jar~on , some of the background 
reasons for t.hese changes in internatIOnal Communist. strategy and 
tactics: 
Political st.rategy and tactica, as Marx, Lenin, and Stalin taught ua, arc not 
permanent, all-enduring, but must evolve to meet changing circumstances. It 
is not surprising, therefore, that the tactics laid down at the seventh congress (of 
the Communist International) while continuing to be fundamentally correct! 
have in the ensuing 15 stormy years undcrgone a certain change, growth, ana 
development, with the fundamental change in the world situation. 11. would be 
absurd j.Q think that it could possibly be otherwise. Among the later develop-
men t8 may be mentioned : the line of national and international unity followed 
during the war, the new policies used in the eatablishment of the postwar people's 
democracies of Eastern Europe, Commu nist participation in the coalition govern-
ments of }'rance and I taly, and the victorious developments of the great Chinese 
revolution, the main line of which wa6 stated by St.a.lin as much 8.1! 24 years back. 
It is important \.Q note here that all the tact ical, and sometimes strategical 
changes that have taken place during the P8.l!t J5 years are in accord with lhe solid 
Marxist-Lcninist line of the famous seventh Comintern * • *. But regardless 
of tactical variations that must be necessary 8J! the class struggle procoods, the 
road to lIOCialism remains the same-through the defeat of the capitalist class 
and the eatablishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat." ss 
.. World Mllnlat Revle ..... December 1~ pp. 79-83 • 
.. Political A1la!rII, June 11l.'iO. pp. 14-31. 
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WHO Is OTTO v. KUUSINEN? 
What is the significance of the fact that Otto V. Kuusinen is the 
author of the article enlitled "Charter of Unity of International 
Communist Movement," dealing with the 1957 Declaration of 
Communist and Workers' Parties, appearing in the Moscow Pravda 
of November 22,19581 By the selectiOn of Kuusinen for this pnrtic-
ular purpose, those 0.(, the helm of the international Communist 
apparatus established for its followers throughout the world, the 
historical continuity and identity of the new international organi~ 
zation wilh the Communist In ternational, particularly as far as it$ 
past activities in the United States are concerned. 
According to the Biographic Directory of the U.S.S.R. for 1958, 
Kuusinen hn.s held the following positions in the Communist Inter~ 
national: He attended the first, third, and all subsequent Comintern 
congresses. In 1921 he became secretary of the Executive Committee 
of the Communist International, a position which be held until 1939. 
In view of Kuusinen's assumption of the right to dictate political 
policy affecting the United States, as shown by his Pravda article, and 
10 the light of Soviet Ambassador Maxim Litvinov's pledge in 1933 
to rerrain from such interfcrence in our internal affairs, his official 
position wi th the Soviet Government becomes especially significant. 
The Soviet Biographic Directory for 1958 mentions that Kuusinen 
was elected deputy chairman, presidium, U.S.S.R. supreme Soviet in 
1940. 
In view of the fact that the international Communist organization 
has maintained since ilS inception that the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union is its leading and model Communist Party, it is relevant 
to present from the same source tbe history of Kuusinen within tbat 
party; since 1941 member of tbe Central Committee oC the Com~ 
munist Party oC the Soviet Union; elected member of the presidium 
of the Central Committee of the CPSU at its 19th congress in October 
1952, and reelected at its 20th congrcss in February 1956.3i He has 
been the author of many works on the international Communist 
movement. 
KUUSINEN AND THE UNITED STATES 
As secretary of the Executive Committee of the Communist Inter-
national tor nearly two decades, and as a member of the American 
Commission of the Comintern, Mr. Kuusinen has had occasion to confer 
from time to time with Bcnjamin Git!ow, American representative 
on the Executive Committee of the Communist International, who 
gives a first-hand and rather intimate picture of the man: 
The t.hree importl\nt. figures of t.he Communist International apparatus in 1927 
were Bukharin, t.he chairman; Kuusinen, t.he secretary; and Piat.nitsky, t.he head 
of t.he organization depart.ment. 
" " " " " " " Kuusinen, the secretary, was a Finnish Communist, a refugee from Finland 
u~n whose head the Government of his country bad rut a price. He was very 
slun shoulders slight.ly drooped, and short. A t.ypica Finn, he was fair of com-
plexion, had thin lips and a pointed nose, above which two eyes squinted sharply 
at. you. Reddish brown hair topped his skull. He stuttered and blustered when 
he spoke, his voice never loud. He was the ~uman eq~i,,:alent of a !flouse. He 
never ceased working. After he left the Comllltern building he contlllued work-
.. Bkcr&Pblo Dl1'ectory of the U.S.S.B., 1~ p. 334. 
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ing in h is apartment in the Lux. He usually sat humped up at his desk with 
little stubs of pencils about an inch and a half to 2 inches long, sharpened to a 
very fine point. He would scribble minutely over the documents before him. 
Like his little pencils, he WM a master of details and little things. He seemed 
a tragic figure. Never ollce did I see him smile. His Russian sounded as monot-
onous as his German. Never was he the father of an original idea. He always 
phonographed the official tune of the time. He lived on in the official family of 
the Comintern in spite of all the drastic changes which took place. The Russians 
needed a man as methodical and as hard working as Kuusinen, who effaced his 
own personality and ideas completely, only to serve his masters. They needed 
him also because they could point to him 813 a non-Russian who held down the 
important post of secretary. Such details for foreign consumption were not over-
lookcd by the Russians. 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" Lovestone and I also went to see Kuusinen '" '" '" 'Ve used every kind of an 
argument to demonstrate to him that our unbearable situation in tne Comintern 
must be changed and that he must support us in our fight. But Kuusinen 
shrugged his shoulders and made what to me was a remark which explained 
the helplessness and the dejection of the man. "You," said Kuusinen in Ger-
man, "you have a country to go back to, but I am an exile from my country and 
a refugee here. You must understand that there is nothing I can do." He was, 
of course, a refugec from Fin1and.a.I 
An understanding of the hocus pocus behind the opel"!l.tion of the 
international Communist organization can be obtained from the 
testimony of Josepb Zack Kornfeder, who was a member of the Cen-
tral Executive Committee of the Communist Party, U.S.A. sent by 
that organization to receive special training in the Lenin School in 
Moscow in 1928- 29. Here be conferred with leaders of the Comin-
tern, including Kuusmen, on the American quest,ion. There is ample 
reason to believe that the control mechfl.nism he describes under Stalin 
is applicable with some slight modifications today under Khrushcbev: 
I looked over all the reports sent over from the United States, either hy courier 
or otherwise, and sent back reports, and so on. '" '" '" The Comintern, to explain 
to you the physical situation therehhas a building of about half a block in size. 
In there work about four or five undred employees, and al l these employees 
are paid out of the Russian Treasury. So are all the delegates that are sent 
by the Comintern to the various countries. '" '" '" So, sincc Stalin was in control 
of the Russian Communist Party, he controlled and commanded materially every 
employee, whether of a political or technical type, inside the Comintern Building, 
and he also commanded every delegate sent from Moscow to every country 
throughout this earth. 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" The ones that control thc actual organizational machinery of the Communist 
International are the so-called small commission, a body of three individuals, and 
those three individuals are all Russians and members of thc Russian Communist 
Party. They command the every-day routine technical and_political work insidc 
of the Comintern Building, and all the delegates of the Comintern in foreign 
countries; and these three individuals are selected by Stalin, and Stalin has a 
battery of private secretaries whose function is to watch the foreign situation-
China, the Americas, Germany, France, England- and who report to him per-
sonally anything of any consequence, and have nothing else to do but that; and 
through them and through his chief political clerks, who are these three members 
of the commission, he commands and controls absolutely everything inside of 
that Comintern Building, and evexything else out8ide of the Comintern BuildinJl:, 
that he cares to control in any of the foreign parties outside of Russia '" '" •. 
There used to be three individuals on that commission. The name of one at that 
time was Piatnitzky. Anothcr one was Manuilsky, who is now the general sec-
retary; and the third one was Kuusinen. These three were the small commission, 
and they are the ones-they are rcally the Comintern as long as Stalin permits 
them to be '" '" "'. Now, these three individuals are the ones also that decide 
on the subsidies that go for various kinds ot activities in foreign countries. The 
question of subsidies is decided on the ~asis of what Russia considers of political 
.. "1 Conf\lS8," by BeDjamlll Oitlow (Duttoll, New York, I~), PP. 431H41, 549. 
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importance for itself at the particular moment. For instance, at one time they 
were interested in China, so the bulk of their subsidies went to China; another 
time they were interested particularly in Germany, and the bulk of their subsidies 
went there---I mean for foreign politICal rea.sons of their own sort. 
Of late, that is, the last few years, they were interested chiefly in France and 
the United States, * * *:sa 
An examina.tion of the history of the CPUSA discloses that 
Kuusinen intervened on a. number of occasions to decide important 
matters of policy affecting the United States. 
On April 30, 1925, O. V. Kuusinen, as secretary of the Executive 
Committee of the Communist International, transmitted to the Cen-
tral Committee of the Workers Party of America (as the American 
Co~unist Party was then known), a letter giving specific directions 
regarding the party's work in the trade unions governing such points 
as the "war against the employers," "the capture of the labor unions," 
the "use of disciplinary measures to compel * * * members to join 
the labor unions and become active in them," "to utilize the electIOns 
of trade union officers and of the delegates to the local, district, 
national and American Federation of Labor conventions," to "actively 
~ngage in every strike and wage movement." The document follows 
ill full: 
APRIL 30, 1925. 
To the Central Executtve CommiUee of Ihe Workers Party oJ America: 
DEAR COMRADES: It is of extreme importance to the life and growtb of the 
Workers Party that it<! members M a whole realize better the necessity of more 
intensive work in the labor unions. The labor uuious are the basic mass organ-
izations of the workers. They wage war again~t the employers as one of the 
most important sectors of the front of the class st.ruggle. The capture of the 
leadership of the labor-union masses in their struggle is vitally necessary not 
only for the strengthening of the Workers Party at the present time but also for 
the ultimate victory of the revolutionary struggle. The capture o{ the Jabor 
unioIll:! is our first and foremost task. 
That the Workers Party as a whole does not yet thoroughly realize the excep-
tional importance of trade-union activity, is clear from the {act that only 40 
perccnt of the party membership are members of labor unions, and even of these 
·only very few are active in the latter work. If the unions are weak and are 
dominated by the reactionarics, it is the busincss of the Communists to strengthen 
them and to wage a relentless fight against the leadership and the policies of the 
reactionaries. I n those places and indu~tries where no labor umon exists the 
Communists must take the initiative and organize unions. We must not sit 
with our hands folded and wait until the labor bureaucracy fi nds it necessary to 
form uujons. The organization of the masses into labor unions is the historical 
task of the Communist movement in America. 
The party must use disciplinary measures to compel its members to join the 
tabor unions aud become active in them. It must be firmly fixed in the mind 
of every party member that no worker in ao industrial country like America can 
be a real Communist unless he is aD active labor unionist. The party must take 
.a determined stand against any sign of slackness in labor-union activity. The 
work in the labor unions must be regarded as the basis whieh will determine the 
success of the party in most other spheres of work. . 
The Workers Party must render the utmost assistance to the Trade Union 
Educa.tional Lea.gue. Wherever the party has branches the latter must regard 
it as their duty to set up and maintain local brarrches of the league. Party 
members who are trade unionists must actively eugagc in the work of the lea.gue. 
In the league as a wbole and in each separate tabor-union organization the party 
members must be united in a Communist fraction and on all questions act unani-
mously as one body. The league must resume publication of its ccntral orga.n 
and extend its literature department, both of which must be supported by the 
party members and by the party as a whole. The idea that the league repre_ 
sents an organization independent of the party must 00 eradicated . 
.. "Investiga.t1ou of Un-American Propa.ga.nda. A~tivill'-"" In IJ:I~ Vn!tfJ(l S!.llt\l8," vol. 9, 11139, pp. M73-7~, 
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The Workers Party must also do everything within its power to prevent itself 
becoming isolated from the masscs. It must resist the tendencies to reduce the 
Trade Union Educational League to the position of an exclusive organ of the 
Comffiunist8 and their closest sympathizers, irrespective of whether such tend. 
cncies arc a result of pressure from outside or of pressure on the part of the party 
members anldous to keep out nonpartisans. The party must strive to convert 
the league into an extensive left bloc organization lming up all the revolutionary 
and progressive elements in the Jabot unions against the reactionary bureaucracy. 
The Communist strategy in the labor unions must be to unite, through the 
medium of the Trade Union Educational J,eague, all the left-wing elements against 
the old officialdom and their policies. Every struggle of the workers and all 
everyday activities must be directed to this object. One of the important 
features of the work in the labor unions is without fail to utilize the elections of 
trade-union officers and of the delegates to the local, district, national, and 
American Federation of wbor conventions. Among the so-called progressive 
elements there is a growing tendency to develop an opJ)Qllition against the reac-
tionary labor union bureaucracy and to put up their own ticket in oPPOl:!ition to 
them at clections. This tendency must be stimulated and developed by the 
Workers Party as a mcans of bringing the workers under its inftuence. In every 
election, both in local unions, central-trades councils, and in the international 
union, the CommuniSts, where they arc not sufficicntly strong to secure the 
election of their own candidates, must unite with the progressives and support 
joint candidates on the basis of the united front. It should be remembered that 
the officialdom of the American Federation of Labor and of the international 
unions does not represent a single reactionary mass. The closer the labor-union 
official is to the shop and the dues payerl the more subject is he to the direct 
influence of the masses of the workers. Among these elements there are many 
who are disgusted with the policies of the heads. This discontent, though not 
yet organized, nevertheless represents opposition to the old course. The party 
must give every possible assistance to the progressive elements in their struggle 
against the reactionary bureaucracy. The league must strive to establish a 
united front with these elements on the basis of a concrete program of action. 
The league should he actively supported by the party in the prosecution of the 
league program endorsed at the third congress of the Red International of Labor 
Unions. Particular attention should be given to the following points: 
1. STRIKES AND WAGE MOVEMENTS 
T he party must actively engage in every strike and wage movement. It must 
also arollse the masses to take up such movements. It must skillfulIy utilize 
these movements for political ends. It must have a program of demands for 
each mass movement of this kind and the Communists must fight for the leader· 
ship in the struggle. The wage-cutting campaign carried out by the capitalists 
must he opposed by a counter campaign of strikes. 
2. CLASS COLLABORATION 
The party must conduct a relentless war agl!;inst all class collaboration plans, 
such as the labor hanks, insurance companies, the B. and O. plan, etc., which are 
being foisted upon the workers by the reactionary bureaucracy. This campaign 
must he opposed by a militant struggle for a class-war policy. The party must 
steadily expose the incapability, corruption, and treachery of the reactionlU'Y 
bureaucracy. 
On the question of labor banking] our policy must he to oppOl:!e the establish-
ment of new banks on the present oasis and to demand that the existing banks 
be reorganized on cooperative lines, that they break with Wall Street, and refrain 
from looking up strike funds in various investments. 
3. ORGANIZATION OF TilE UNORG~NIZED 
In every labor union the party must raise the question of the unorganized. 
The party should also utilize its shop nuclei for the organization of the unorgan-
ized and to obtain the leadership in all their struggle. Where labor unions 
exist the policy of the party must be to strengthen them. Where there are no 
labor unions the party must take the initiative and form unions. 
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•. AHALGAMATION 
The campaign for amalgama.tion of the crMt unions into industrial organiza-
tions must be vigorously prosecuted. The (unalgamalien movement must be 
put on a more eoncrete basis in view of the desperate rcaistance which the labor 
bureaucracy is putting up against it. ThhJ movement mu~t be linked up with 
the everyday struggle of the workers and their everyday demands. In order to 
widen and extend the ll.malgama.tion movement, plans should be elaborated for 
clO6Of cooperation among the unions in the various industries and localities. 
At the Same time a drive should be launched for amalgamation of the unions 
on a national scale. 
5. CANADIAN AUTONOMY 
An active campaign should be conducted for the affiliation of all the independent 
unioM to the American Federation of Labor, including the railwtly brotherhoods, 
the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, the revolutionary unions, etc. Where nffili-
ation to the American Fedemtion of Labor requires t he development of the amal-
gamation movement, such a movement shouid be actively supported. The 
demand should also be raised among the American uniOIlS for giving autonomy to 
their Canadian sections, in accordaDce with the principles laid down in the program 
of the league. 
6. TilE IIHOP COMM I'M'Et: 1IoI0VEMl:NT 
The party should vigorously push forward the movement directed toward the 
development of shop committees not only in the organilted but in the unorganilted 
industries as well. The shop-committee movement represents a powerful instru-
ment for the organization of the unorganized working masses and the Workers 
Party should not fail to utilize it. 
7. THE WOHI{ AMONO THE NE(1110ES 
Negro workers are becoming an cver more important factor in indust.ry. The 
employees arc doing everything possible to utilize them in the struggle against 
the whites, thus exploiting both the whites and the Negroes. The labor bureauc-
racy falls into this trap set by the employers and sets up all sorts of barriers to 
prevent the Negroes joining the unions. This tendency must be relentlessly 
fought against. The Workers ParLy must demand the admission of the Negroes 
to the respective unions, and see to it that they receive equal protection with the 
whites. Where the leaders refuse to admit Negroes into the unions, special Ncgro 
labor unions should be formed in the particular industry. 
8. CONNECTIONS WITH THE WORI\"ERS or THE COLONIES 
The party, through the league, should sct up close and permanent connections 
with the labor unions in the Philippines, Haiti, Cuba, and the other countries 
under the economic and political subjecMon of United States imperialism. The 
purpose of these .con nections should be to render the utmost support to the workers 
in the colonies aud semi colonies in their political and economic struggle against 
the invaders. 
t . INTERNATIONAL TRAOE UNION UNITY 
The party must launch an active campaign in favor of international trade union 
unity. It must fight in every' trade union for the endorsement of the demand for 
a world unity congress aDd for the participation of thc American Federation of 
La.bor iu it on the basis of the Red International of Labor Unions proposal. It 
must also fight for the support of the Angle-Russian committee as the first step 
toward trade union unity and for the affiliation of the various national unions 
to the respective industrial secretariats. 
The labor union work is of extreme importance to the consolidation of the 
Workers Party. Evcrything fOSSible must be done to insure the succ~ of this 
work. The various poiDts 0 the latter must be clO6Oly studied and actively 
nppJie-d. It this is done, the party will widely extend its influence over the masscs 
and be placed on a more solid basis. We call upon the entire party membership 
to put into effect the policies laid down in this letter. 
With Communist greetings, 
(SigDed) O. W. KUU8INEN, 
SIICT"tWry, ExllcutiVl! Commiltllll of thll Communi3t International. 
(Signed) A. LOZOVSKY, 
General Secretary of the Red I nternational of Labor Union3." 
""[nY6i!tlge.tlon of Un·Amerlcsn Propaalndl A~tlYllles In the United States," vol. 7, lQ39, Spectal Corn. 
mlttee on Un·American ActlYIUes, HOU38 of Repre:!elltatlvll!, pp. 46S9-f602. 
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As a result of this directive, the American Communists dispatched 
their organizers to the anthracite coalfields where 8. strike was in 
r.rogress. Operations were conducted under the cover of 8. newly ormed progressive miners committee. Benjamin Git.low was placed 
in charge of these activities for the Central Committee of the party.38 
In the official theoretical organ of the CPUSA, the Communist, 
December 1933 and February 1934, appears the following article by 
0, Kuusinen: "The Communist Manifesto-A Programmatic Docu-
ment of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat," which was translated 
from the Bolshevik, fortnightly organ of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, issue of March 31 1933. 
Kuusinen's authority in the CPUSA is disclosed by the testimony 
of Earl Browder, then its ~eneral secretary, before the Special Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities on September 6, 1939. The follow-
ing excerpt from 8. speech made by Kuusinen at tbe Seventh World 
Congress of the Communist International in Moscow in 1935, was 
read to Mr. Browder: 
Comrades, the second impcrialillt World War is approaching. Preparations 
are being made for the most criminal of all criminal wars- a counterrevolutionary 
attack on the Soviet country, tho fatherland of the workers of all countries. 
Mr. Browder was asked: 
H ave you not frequently in your literature and your speeches for the Com-
munist Party in the United States referred to the Soviet Union B.8 the fatherland 
of t he workers of all countries? 
Mr. Browd'er replied: 
J have; yes, sir. 
Another passage of the same speech was read to Mr. Browder, as 
follows: 
We want to attack our class enemies in the rear, when they start the war against 
the Soviet Union. 
Mr. Browder was asked: 
For example, if Great Brii.ain, Germany, France, the United States, or any 
other capitalist powers were involved in this war against the Soviet Union, it 
would be the·duty of the Communists in those countries to attack the enemies of 
the Soviet Union in those countriea. Is that correct? 
Mr. Browder replied: 
Yes, sir; to undermine a.lld weaken them so as to prevent Will" being carried On.-
In the same speech, Kuusinen elaborated on the task oC turning 
American youth against the Government through the activitics oC the 
Young Communist League oC the United SLates. Listening to 
Kuusinen's dictates at the seventh world congress was Gilbert Green, 
then secretary oC the Young Communist League, who was recently 
convicted under the Smith Act. Kuusinen's remarks, quoted above, 
were incorporated into a pamphlet entitled "Youth and Fascism," 
printed in English and widely circulated in the United States by the 
YCL. These words were also included: 
We often repeat the sJogan of transforming the imperialist Will" into a civil Will" 
against the bourgeoisie. In itself, the slogan is a good one, but it becomes an 
empty and dangerous pb.ra8e if we do nothing serious in advance to create a united 
youth front. 
aI '"I eontea." by ~njamln OItlow (Dutl.Gn, New York, l~). p. 383 . 
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We need a revolutionary youth movement at least 10 times as broad as our 
parties, and a united youth front hundreds of times brender still. That this is 
entirely possible in many oountries is shown by the I!.Chievements of our French 
and Allle rican young colllrndes (pp. 28, 29). 
'rhe "united youth front," I'efel'red to here by Kuusinen, was the 
American Youth Congress, which was ca.ptured and controlled by th e 
Young Communist League according to Gilbcrt Green in his pamphlet 
"Young Conununists and Unity of the Youth" (pp. 12, 13). The 
American Youth Congress, it will be remembered, succeeded in entic-
ing many notable Americans as spoosors. Throu~hout his address, 
Kuusinen emphasized the importance and the acluevements of "our 
American young comrades" of the Young Communist League in the 
United States with which he appeared Cully familiar: 
In these organizations our American youug comrades llave discoveroo a huge 
number of functionaries and cadres who are prepared lo fight side by side with 
the Communists against reaction, and in the course of not quite a year the Young 
Communist League in the United States IU18 succeeded in creating 175 fractions 
in these ma.ss organizations. 
Comrades, these are only a few-not all---of the positive expcrience6 gnined 
by the Young Communist League of the United States In the course of the work 
recently carried on by our young Americ{Ul oomrades (p. 18).'0 
Kuusinen can be considered as a sort oC patron saint of tile Com-
IDtUlist.-inspired Communist front organizations which flourished lux-
uriantly during the 1930's and 1940's, enticing thousands of notable 
Americans unto unwitting cooperation with the Communist conspir-
acy. We quote from an article appearing in tile Conununist for May 
1931, theoretical o~n of the CPUSA, entitled "On the Use oC 'Trans-
mission Belts' III QUI' Struggle For tllC Masses," by C. A. Hathaway, 
one-time editor of the Daily Worker, who cites as an authority a 
speech made by Kuusinen on organization matters at tho sixth plenary 
session of the Executive Committee of the Communist In ternational, 
as follows: 
The liMIt part of O\lr task is to build uP. not only COlnmunist organizations but 
other organizations as well, above all, 1IIa.ss orgnnizations sympathizing with our 
aims and able to aid us for special purposes * * *. We must create a whole 
solar system of organizations and ~maller committees around the Communist 
Party, so to ~ak, smaller organbations working actually under the influence of 
our party * • the chief object of our attention should be the organization of 
the dai1r revolutionnry detai l work of every individual comrade among the 
ffifl.9SCfl.' 
The long arm oC Kuusinon reached from Moscow into tho internal 
affa.irs of the CPUSA, extending to matters of personnel and physical 
organization. In 1930, William W. Weinstone, then a member of the 
Central Executive Committee oC the CPUSA, was intriguing for the 
removal oC Earl Browder as general secretary. Kuusinen, as secretary 
of the Executive Committee of the Communist International, in-
formed Weinstonc oC his support in the move, which was vetoed by 
Joseph Stalin, himself.H 
On October J 3, 1926, Kuusinen signed a cablegram, later marked 
for distribution to CPUSA top leaders, "Read and destroy." .The 
cablegram which dealt with the removru of Communist Party head-
.. Vol. g. h_iIlgs. S~l CommlUf!$ on Un.Amorkfw ActIvities, pp . .5623, 6624, qUOl.Ing the po,unpblet 
"Youth .... d Yasdsm: hy O. KuuslDeo. 
"CommunIS\, May 1\131, pp. 41»-423, article, "On the UlIOl 01 'TraIWlllslloll Bel,,"' In Our Blruuie for 
lbft M_." bya. A. H atb8wBy • 
.. " I Conrcss," by BonJ8Dlln OIUow (E. P. Dutton, New York, 1~), p, 328. 
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quarters a.nd the Daily Worker from Chicago to New York, read as 
follows: 
OcrOBEIl 13, 1926. 
Because of the differences that exist in the party on the question whether the 
Central Committee of the party is to be removed from Chicago to New York, the 
presidium of the ECC!, although recognizing the weightiness of the arguments 
that have been brought forward by the majority of the political committee, is of 
the opinion that such 8. decision should be made unanimously. If unanimity in 
this question cannot be reached, then the decision in this question should be left. 
to the next party convention. 
Concerning the removal of the daily organ before the convention to New York, 
tbe presidium leaves the decision of this question to the politicru committee. 
For presidium of ECC!. 
KOU8INEN.'* 
Another cablegram from Kuusinen concerned tbe bolding of a ple-
nary session (plenum) of tbe Central Committee of the Workers 
(CommWlist) Party, as the CPUSA was then known, and was dated 
April 27, 1927. I t read as follows: 
We are of opinion that the plenum of central must be held immediately and 
before departure of delegation. However, the decisions of central plenum are 
not to be considered as final without ratification by Executive Committee of the 
Communist International and shall not be published before such ratification. 
Our decision about composition of delcgation as telegraphed to you remains in 
force \lnchanged. Consequel\tly other comrMies than those whom Polburo de-
cides upon within the right which was given it in last te legram of Executive Com-
mittee of the Communist International shall not come. Copies of this telegram 
to all members Polburo. 
EXECUTIVE COMMlTl'EE or THE COMM UN IST INTERNATIONAL, 
KVS INEN.II 
The late H. M. Wicks).. a former member of tbe Central Executive 
Committee or the CPU;:;A, wrote an autobiographical work called 
"Eclipse or October" (Challenge Publishers, Inc., Chicago), in which 
he described from his own firsthand experience, the activities of 
Kuusinen in in ternal matters a.ffecting the American party. He deals 
first with Kuusinen's investigation of the "proletarian orisin" of a 
CPUSA delegation about to arrive in Moscow for the adjudICation of 
an internal squabble: 
I was at that time (February 1929) in Moscow, assigned to work in the Red 
Trade Union international, where I also devoted considerable time to Comintern 
work· ••. The issue was forced when a cable arrived stating that the Ameri-
can party was appealing to the Comintern against its deciSions, particularly the 
removal of Lovestone as a factionalist. To assure proper presentation of the 
appeal, a special delegation of convention delegates, "preoonderantly proletarian/" 
was leaving for Moscow to speak for the majority· • *. After a brief talk wi~h 
me, Kun called in Gussev and Kuusincn. The three of them interrogated me 
about the "social origin" and background of the so-called proletarians· • ". 
After Comintern leaders had interviewed other American party member8 in 
Moscow, the secretariat was instructed to send a cable advising the delegation to 
remain in New York and to request that Lovestone alone of the majority argue 
the appeal before the Comintern (pp. 227- 229). 
Mr. Wicks gives an insight into developments in connection with an 
opon letter from the Executive Committeo of the Communist Inter-
national to the American party in Hl29 during the factional fight of 
that year: 
Toward thc closc of the hearings that embraced a period of more than a month, 
Kuusinen, in a. speech on May 2, said : 
"In the discussions here the majority delegation has levcled its bittereat attacks 
against the comrades who have spoken unreservedly for the proposals of the Open 
u lntoerted Into tbe rec(lrd of the Speclal Oommltte8on Un-AmBrlcan AeUvltfes, vol. 7, pp. 4M6, 4697 . 
.. l". er1OO Into tbe rec(lrd of the Special Committee on UIl-Amertct.II AeUvlUeo, vol. G, p. 6374. 
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Letter, for the proposals of the Executive Committee of the Communist Interna.-
tional, against the Comrades Wieks and Weinstone. Formerly it was said about 
these comrades that they are excellent party workers. But no 800ner did they 
decide for the policy of the Comintern than they became the target for the most 
reckless attacks." 
Kuusinen then urged both of us to "keep rigidly apart from both factions," 
addin~ that "it would be the greatest mistake for them to join either of the fac-
tions' (p. 237). 
Wicks discloses the circumstances surrounding the decision of the 
presidium of the Executive COImnittee of the Comintern with regard 
to the appeal of the American party: 
Eight days later, on May 14, before the presidium of the ECCI, with Stalin 
personally officiating, the final action was decided regarding the appeal of the 
American party. The first draft of the document to be used as an open letter to 
the American party and also the organizational measures was prepared by a sub-
commission consisting of Molotov, Kuusinell , and Gussev (p. 2(3). 
It would seem that Mr. Kuusinen played a decisive part in directing 
the CPUSA to espouse the right of self-determination for Negroes in 
the South, which called for the establishment of a Negro Soviet 
Republic, involving outright civil war and bloodshed. We cite Mr. 
Wicks again: 
No sooner had I returned to the Lux Hotel than I WfLS somewhat perturbed to 
receive a message urging me to go the Comintern secretariat at once. I was 
relieved to be told by Manuilsky that he, Molotov, and Kuusinen wished to discuss 
my leave to return to the United States where I was to participate for a Cew months 
at least in the "enlightenment campaign," which was a followup of the Comintern 
decisioll on the American qUC3tion and was designed to destroy the influence of 
the Loveetone group a.mong the party membership (p. 248). 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Oeeupying a. prominent place in the "enlightenment campaign" ......... WII8 
the 8ixth world congress posiUon on the "national Negro liberation movement" 
as eet forth in the theses on " The Revolutionary Movement In the Coloniee" 
(p. 249). 
... ... ... ... ... . . 
... ... ... That policy was reaffirmed in the section on the Negro qUestion, but 
there was added the following: 
"In th08e regions of the South in which compact Negro masses arc living, it is 
essential to put forward the slogan of the 'Right of Self-Determination for Ne-
~roeB. ' A radical transforma.lion of the agrarian structure of the Southern States 
18 one of the basic tasks of the revolution. Negro Communists must explain to 
non-Negro workers and peasants that only their close union with the white prole-
tariat and joint struggle with them agaillBt the American bourgeoisie can lead to 
their liberation from barbarous exploitation and that only the victorious prole-
tarian revolution will completely and permanently solve the agrarian and national 
questions of the Southern United States in the interests of thc overwhelming 
majority of the Negro population of the country" (p. 249). 
Kuusinen was the author of a number of pamphlets on in ternational 
communism publis4ed in the United States, the Soviet Union, and 
ot.her count.ries. These included: "Prepare for Power; the Interna-
tional Si tuation and the 'l'nsks of the Sections of the Comintern," 
published by the Workers Library Publishers, a Communist publish-
mg bouse, in New York, in 1933; "Youth and Fascism," published 
by Workers Library Publishers, New York, 1935; "Twenty Years of 
tbe Communist International," by O. Kuusioen and Lawrence 
Sharkey, published by the Marx Scbool, Publishers in 1944 in Sydney, 
Australia' "Tbe Communist. Parties of Western Europe in the Fore-
front. of the Struggle for Democratic Freedom," published in Russian 
in Moscow in 1954; and "00 'fhose Who Claim Guard Over Europe." 
published in Russian in Moscow in 1947. 
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KUUSI NEN I N PRA VDA 
On November 22 , 1958 OLto V. K uusinen wrote an article in the 
Moscow Pravda all the "Charter of Unity oC International Conununist. 
Movement." As a member of the presldiulll of the 21st Congress oC 
t he CPSU and as a leading authority on international Communist 
organization , his views are important. We present them in part. 
Mr. Kuusinen stresses first of all the importance of the "Declaration 
oC Communist and Workers' Parties," adopted in November 1957, to 
the Communist parties of the world. We quote: 
We can state with confidence loday that the Deelaration hft8 become t he com-
mon platform or the modern international Communist movement ..... the 
Declaration gave elesf answers to the vital problclllS or today. Thereby it 
helped every Communist Party correctly to map out the fu ndamental line of 
ite: activity, " "" In this sense, the Declaration may be caJled the charter of 
genuine internationalism for the present-day international communist movement. 
He pays tribute to the lea.ding role of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union in the following empha.tic terms: 
On the initiative and insistence of a number of fraternal part ies, the Declara-
tion incorporated. an important statement to the effect that the indestructible 
camp of Socialist states IS headed by the Soviet Union. T he Marxists-Leninists 
well under!!tand that the Soviet Union has come to lead the Socialist camp not 
because of a whim of the Soviet Communists, but in virtue of the objective con· 
ditions of historic development" "" Life poses especially great creative tasb 
before the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the country which first entered 
the period of transition of communism. The Communist Party of our advanccd 
country has to break new ways and be t he first in solving the problems which 
will 800ner or later come up before aJl the other Communist parties Slid aJl peoples. 
It was revealed in Mr. Kuusinen'8 article that the League of Corn. 
munists of Yugoslavia had severely criticized the commanding role 
oC the Communist Party of the Soviet Union among th e Communist 
Parties of the world. His comments are worth repeating: 
T he Yugoslav leader!! did not take advantage of this chance, however. They 
refused to join the Declaration which ellpressed the unanimous opinion of the 
Communist PartiCII of all countries. Instead, they soon came out with a new 
draft programme of the LCY which W88 obviously conceived 88 a oounterbalance 
to the Declaration adopted in Moscow and was actually a manifesto of modern 
revisionism. The Yugoslav leaders launched a hostile campaign ai med ~gainst 
the uni ty of t he socialist countries alld especially Against the Soviet Union. 
They invented a vertlion of Soviet "hegemonisru," the alleged Soviet striving to 
"command" the sociaJist countries. The sociaJist countries were e.Ianderously 
accused of " having lost" sove.reignty and indepcndellOC. Characteristically, the 
Yugoslav revisionists were not nonplussed by the fact that to all intents and 
purposes t hey repeated. the vicious allegations of imperialist propaganda which 
had long styled the people's democracies as "satellites." 
Kuusinen was quite specific in la,Ylng do\\'n the t.ask oC the Com-
munists throughout the world and wlt.h special reference to the United 
States for a united anLirnonopoiisL fron t with the Socialists. 
With this task ill view, the Communists consistently come out for t he establish-
ment of cooperation with Social Democrats, whioh would make po6Il.ible sharply 
to increase the forces of the working cl888. Tbou$h the Righl,-wing Socialist 
lcader!! in every way attack this cooperation, the pOSSIbili t ies of common action of 
the Communists and the Sooialists multiply and become reality in fI. number of 
cases. Anyway, t he Communists are not to be disconraged by the splitting policy 
of the Right-wing Socialists, for they believe in the good will and common sense 
of the bulk of SOcialists who cannot but see all the harm caused to the working 
class by the spli t in its ranks. 
The restoration of the unity of the workers' movement would make the creation 
of a broad popular movement against the domination of la.rge monopolies still 
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more real .and feasible. The monopoliste' cruel oppression, which reached. the 
point of open dictatorship by a seclusive financial oligarchy in the United States 
of America and in France, antagonizes the broadest sections of the people: not 
only the workers, but also the peasants, town petty bourgeoisie and even a 
certain section of bourgeoisie. This creates a possibility for uniting a majority 
of the people against the yoke of the ruling monopolies and inflict a decisive defeat 
to the reactionary tycoons. 
Mr. Kuusinen speaks with pride of the growth of the world Com-
mWlist movement and includes in bis purview the countries of La.tin 
America at the very doorstep of the United States. 
But if we consider the Communist movement as a whole as a wrld movement 
which It actuallr, is, it has, no doubt, grown stronger and b.;ldly marches towai-d 
the historic goa s set. down in the Declaration. . . .. . .. .. . 
.. • .. Highly significant. is the progress of the Communist movement in Latin 
America, where the United States has wasted. tens of millions of dollars into the 
propaganda of "anticommunism." The 21 Latin American Communist parties 
have a membership of more than 360,000. The Communist Party of Argentina 
increased its membership hy 15,000 in tho past year alone. The Communist Party 
of Venezuela which had been outlawed tor 10 years immediately turned into a 
serious political force as soon as it was legalized. The growth of Communist 
influence on the working people in the capitalist countries is evinccd by the con-
gress of the Communist parties of Japan, Uruguay, Chile, Denmark, Sweden, and 
other countries ...... 
COMMENTARY ON THE D.;CLARATION AND7.MANIFESTO 01·' 
COMrofUNIST AND 'WORKERS' PARTIES 
Adopted in Moscow, November 14-16, 1957 
'1'he following commentary seeks to highlight the significant features 
of the "Declaration and Manifesto of Communist and Workers' Par-
ties," which are included in this volume. (See appendix: I.) 
1. Despite the fact that the declaration was adopted by representa-
tives of only 12 parties, restricted to the Socialist (Communist-con-
trolled) countries, including the Communist Party 01 the Soviet Union, 
it was treated with the same deference as previous pronouncements 01 
t.he Communist International issued in the name of all the Communist 
parties oC the world. 
(a) It was reprinted in full in Political Affairs of December 1957, 
pages 83-95, t.heoretical montWy organ of the CPUSA. 
(b) The National Executive Committee of the CPUSA endorsed the 
declaration as-
making a major new contribution to the advance of Marxist-Leninist theory-
and called for a-
thorough study and systematic discussion of the theoretical propositions contained 
in the 12-party declaration by every section of our party orgamzation." Cl 
It would seem that the parties of the Socialist countries were ac-
corded a higber rank in the international Communist hierarchy tha.n 
those of the "capitalist." countries. 
(c) The declaration emphasized that-
it is necessary above all to promote the unity of the Couununist and Workers' 
Parties, to foster solidarity between the Communist and Workers' Parties of all 
countries . ..... Alter exohanging views, the participants in the meeting arrived 
.. POlitical Att-.Jrs, Ju.oe 11158, PP. 22-26. (ReI)flnted In rull aa BPP. III to thla volame.) 
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at the conclusion that in present conditions it is expedient, besidE16 bilateral 
meetings of leading personnel and exchange of information, to hold as the ne«!. 
arises, more representative conferences of Communist and Workers' Parties to 
discuss current problelDB, share experience, study each other's views and attitudes 
and oonCtrt actitm [our emphasis) in the joint struggle for the common goals ...... 
(d) As tl. demonstration of the international character of the Novem-
ber 14- 16 meeting, its so-called peace manifesto issued on November 
28, 1957, was endorsed by the representatives of 64 Marxist parties in 
"socialist and capitalist. COlUltries." {e 
2. Once again the prn.cticc of holding meetings of the in ternational 
Communist organization in Moscow which was discontinued wit.h the 
"dissolution" of the Comintern, is revived, in defiance of all objections 
previously voiced by countries of the free world against Moscow's 
Interierence wit.h their internal affa.irs. 
3. The distribution of t.he English tra.nslation by the Hsinhua 
News Agency of Peking in Communist China is a nusleading device 
to obscure Moscow's controlling hand. 
4. Various excerpts from the declaration disclose that the meeting 
was not concerned primarily with matters pertaining to t.he twelve 
countries participat.mg, bu t that it was, in fact, deali.ng with i.nter-
nat,ional Communist policy. Thus the;v "discussed their relat.ions, 
current problems of the international SItuation," "general problems 
of the In ternational Communist movement," and "a Marxist-
Leninist. international policy." 
5. In accordance with its fundamental Marxist-Leninist dedication 
to the overthrow of non-Communist ~oveMlment.s by force and 
violence, the declaration hailed the folloWlllg Communist dictatorships 
established by military violence in the last 12 years: the Chinese 
People's Republic, the D emocratic Republic of Vietnam, and the 
Korean People's Democratic Republic. 
Again with reference t.o the possibility of achieving socialism by 
peaceful means, the declaration engages in doubletalk. On the one 
hand it says: 
The working class and its vanguard-the Marxist-Leninist party-seek to 
achieve the Socialist revolution by peaceful means. 
Almost immediately thereafter world Marxist-Leninis16 are cautioned 
that-
In the event of the ruling classes resorting to violence against people, the 
po88ibility of nonpeaeeful transition to socialism should be borne in mind. 
Leninism teaches, and e)[perience confirll1l3, that the ruling classes never relinquish 
power volul\tarily. 
6. The primary target of attack t.hroughout the declaration is the 
UniLed Sta.tes, in a manifest effort to mobilize all international forces 
against this country, regardless of all the talk about peaceCul co-
existencc. Some examples are cited: 
There is a sharpening of contradiction, not only between the bourgooiB (cap-
italist) and the working class but also between the monopoly bourgeoisie and all 
sections of tbe people, between the U.S. monopoly bourgeoise on the one band 
and the peoples, snd even the bourgeoise of the other capitalist countries on 
the other hand .••• The aggressive imperialist circles of the United States, by 
pursuing the so-called "positions of s trength" policy, seek to bring most countries 
of the world under their sway and to hamper the onward march of mankind in 
accordance with the laws of social development . 
.. Dally Worhr, Dec.2, l~T, p. a. 
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Thc latter phrasc is 8. euphemistic way of describing the onward march 
of Soviet conquest. 
7. Special emphasis is laid on-
the principles of Mau:ism.Leninism, the principles of proletarian international. 
ism-
which lie-
in the bedrock of the relations between the countries of the world Socialist sy8tem 
and all the Communist and Workers' parties. 
8. As a t.ribute Lo the ideological unity in the international organiza-
tion, the declaration-
confirmed the identity of views of the Communist and Workers' parties on the 
cardinal problems of the Socialist revoluUon and Socialist con8truetion. 
The declaration admitted, however, that there were evidences of deep 
schism within the ranks oC the interna.tional Communist movement, 
declaring: 
Of vital importance in the present stage is intensified struggle against oppor-
tunist trends in t he working c1t1811 and Communist movement. The meeting 
underlines the necessity of resolutely overcoming revisionism and dogmatism in 
the ranks of the Communist and Workers' parties '" '" "'. Modern revisionism 
seeks to smear the great teachings of Marxism-Leninism, declares that it is 
"outmoded" and alleges that it has loot its significance for social progress. 
It would seem that in countries in which Communists have seized 
power, their problems have only just begun. Communism has proven 
Itself far from a worker's paradise. The declaration points out-
that the conquest of power by the proletariat is oDly the beginning of the revolu-
tion, not its ooDcluaion. After the eonquest 01 power, the workiDg class is faced 
with ~he serious tasks of effecting the Socialist reconstruction of the naUonal 
eoonomy and laying the eOODomic and technical foundation of socialism. 
Apparently the downgrading of Stalin, for ma.ny years the high priest 
of Marxism-Leninism, at the 20th Congress of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union, created a profound and devastating degree of 
scepticism toward Communist dogma, which the conference of Com-
munil?t and workers' parties sough t to overcome. 
9. The declaration reiterates Communists' fixation regarding the 
universality and infallibility of their sacred dogma of Marxism-
Leninism, as follows: 
T he theory of Mar:dsm-Leninism derives from dia lectical materialism. This 
world outlook reflects the universnl law of development of na.ture, society, and 
human thinking. It is vnlid for the past, the present, and the future. 
10. The declaration makes a great play of the idea that the Com-
munist and workers' parties are dedicated f.<l "the defense of peace" 
as "the most important worldwide task of the day." However the 
current revival of the Comint.ern, regardless of its hea.vily dis~uised 
form, is and has always beau, in effect, a Communist declaratIOn of 
war against the free world. The Comintern and its successor organi-
zations have been originally organized, activated, rendered dormant or 
"dissolved" in accordance with the hot or cold war needs of interna-
tional communism. 
11. The Communist-inspired peace movement has for its :{>urpose to 
paralyze the free world's power to resist Conuuunist:mresslOll, to lull 
the free world into a mood of unpreparedness naive confidence in 
Communist pacifist phraseology, when we are completely off our 
guard, and the Communists are ready to strike. 
TYOVAENLlIKKEEN 
KlRJASTO 
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12. The Moscow center of the world revolutionary movement 
apparently keeps careful track of its progress throughout the world 
according to the report submitted by Mikhail A. Suslov, a member 
of the presidium of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Before 
World War 11, he declared there were Communist parties in 43 coun-
tries with a total membership of 4 million. He claimed that now 
there are Communist and Workers' parties in 75 countries with 33 
million members. He added that 34 of the 62 Communist parties in 
capitalist countries are illegal. He recognized certain setbacks in 
the movement as a. result of events in the Korean war, in Egypt, and 
in Hungary, but claimed advances in Asia, Africa, and in some coun-
tries of Latin America. The peace manifesto was adopted by t.he 
following delegations from Lat.in American Communist parties: 
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cost.a Rica, Cuba, 
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. 
13. In his subsequent report to the Socialist Unity Party of East 
Germany, Friedrich Ebert, a member of its Politburo, stated that the 
Moscow meeting was deeply concerned about giving aid to parties 
of the capitalist countries. 
It appears-
he declared-
a matter of greatest urgency to devote more attention to the sister parties which 
are working undcr such difficult circumstances and above all to $rant them morc 
moral and political help within the framework of the cooperation of the Com-
munist and workers' parties of the world. 
14. The 1957 conference declaration reemphasized in the following 
terms the need of a broad popular front movement whieh was the main 
theme of the Seventh Congress of the Communist International in 
1935: 
The Communist and Workers' Parties in all countries stand for joint action on 
the broadest possible scale with all forces favoring peace and opposed to war. 
The partiCipants in the meeting declare that they support the cfforts of all states, 
parties, organizations and movements and individuals who champion peace and 
oppose war, who want peaceful coexistence, collective security in Europe and 
ASia, reduction of armaments, and prohibition of the use and tests of nuclear 
weapons. 
In other words this is an effort under the guise of "favoring peace" and 
opposition to war, to bring the broadest possible pressure upon all 
those who refuse to capitulate to Russia's demands and -who are allied 
with the United States in its efforts to preserve the free world. This 
line has already found specific application in the Western Hcmisphere 
by Luis Carlos Prestes, leader of the Brazilian Communist Party, who 
in an article dated November 9, 1957, repudiated his previous error in 
advocating the overthrow of the Kubitschek regime and called for a 
"national democratic coalition government." 
. 15. For reasons of their own, those who organized the November 
1957 conference sought to give it a. voluntary character in contrast 
with congresses of the Communist International which were dis-
tinctly preemptory and authoritarian in its attitude toward affiliated 
parties< The declaration stated that-
In drafting the declaration the participants in the meeting consulted with repre-
sentatives of the fraternal parties in the capitalist countries. The fraternal parties 
not present at this mesting will assess and themselves decide what action they 
should take on the considerations expressed in the declaration. 
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However, the actual degree of volunt.ariness within the in~rn8.tional 
organization is disclosed by the unanimity of the approval of the 
declaration by a.II Commufllst and Workers' parties. 
16. 00 the question of peaceful coexistence, the declaration is 
clearly contradictory in its propaganda. At one point the Com-
munist and Workers' parties declare that.-
the Leninist principle of peaceful coexistence of the two systems, which has been 
further developed and brought up to date in the dccisions of the 20th Congress 
of tbe Soviet Communist Party, is the sou nd basis of the foreign policy of the 
Socialist COllntries and the dependablc pillar of peace and friendship among the 
peoples. 
Yet with no visible embarrussment, "he declaration speaks of-
the competition between two diametrically opposed social systems. 
17. The broad alliance against the United States and the free 
world which the declaration plans is described to include the--
Socialist countries headed by the Soviet Union; the peace-loving countries of 
Asia and Arrica taking an anti-imperialist st-and and (orming, together with the 
Socialist counlries, a broad peace zone. . 
The Ia.tter Aesopill.ll, Communist jargon is intended to refer to Lhe 
Asian and Africa.n countries which have alined themselves against 
the West. Included also arc "the international working class and 
above all its vanguard, the Communist parties," despite t.he fact 
that. orgl\nized la.bor throughout the world, with the exception of the 
CommunisL-dominatcd 'Vorld :Fcdel"tl.tioll of Trade Unions, hus re-
pUdiated the Communist parLies s.nd the sla.ve-Is.bor practices of the 
Soviet Union. Included in addition are "tho liberation movement 
oC the peoples oC the colonies and semicolonies," referring to national 
independence movements in these areas, plus "tho mass peace move-
ment of the people"; "the peoples of the European countries who 
have proclaimed neutrality"; and " the people of Latin America." 
By the "mass peace movement" is meant the Communist-inspired 
World Peace Congress. 
18. The declaration chose to ignore arme<! Soviet in tervention in 
Poland and Hungary in 1956 and blandly declared: 
T he Socialist countries base their relations on principles of complete equality, 
respect for terr itorial inte§"rity, state independence and sovereignty, and non-
interference in one another s affairs. 
19. The declaration flew in face of Lhe (acts of Soviet control of its 
satellites through armed intervention or the threat thereof and 
insisted that-
The Socialist collutriC3 are united in a single community by thc fact that they 
are taking the common Socialist road. 
20. While stressinl; the "solidarity and close uni~y of the Socialist 
countries" and "the mternational solidarity of the Communist move-
ment," the declaration "underlines the necessity of resolutely over-
coming revisionism and dogmatism in the ranks of the Communist 
and Workers' parties." Modern revisionism is described as seeking 
"to smear t.he great t.es.chings oC Marxism-Leninism" and declaring 
it "outmoded" and hav ing "lost its significance (or social progress." 
Marxist-Leoinist unity is to be achieved by "the ban ning oC factions 
and groups," guilty of revisionism. 
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21. As compared with the rigidity of congresses of the Communist 
International held previously, the declaration provides (or the utmost 
flexibility of the international Communist apparatus, stating that-
•• " in present conditions it is expedient, besides bilateral meelings of leading 
personnel and e:u:hange of information, to hold, as the need arises, more repre~ 
scntative conferences of Communist and Workers' parties to discuss current 
problems, share experience, study each other's views and attit udes and OOD.Cert 
action· ••. 
22. The Moscow consultations give the impression of a three-ring 
circus, or a tbrcG-ring_cyclc of authority, namely: (1) The Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union; (2) the Communist and Workers' parties 
of Socialist countries; (3) the Communist parties of non-Socialist 
countries. As Ebert explained: 
The delegatiolL'J of the Communist and Workera' I)arties of the Socialist coun· 
tries met from November 14 to 16 • ••. At these diseussions, the representa· 
tives of the sister parties from the capitalist countries were also consulted. 
23. In his report in Neues Deutschland, German Politburo member 
Friedrich Ebert points out that the Moscow conference sought to rally 
Communists and their dupes throu~hout the capitalist world against 
their own governments. Addressmg itsel{ in a most, misleading 
manner to-
P eople of good will in all countries. • •• Men of science and art ••• Social-
ists, Democrats and Lilx>ral_ 
the cooference called upon them to "tame the politicians and statea-
men." The objective was described 8a-
a broad popular movement for peace whieh would comptl the governments to ~ive 
up their negative attitudes toward the disarmament prOllOSals of the Soviet UnIon. 
Since public opinion has no means of c.'{ercising pressure upon totali-
tarian governments like the U.S.S.R. and its satellites, and since these 
governments feel themselves in no way bound to execute the measures 
they caU upon other governments to carry out, the pea.ce manifesto 
could with impunity call for popular pressure upon the free govern· 
.ni.ents of the world to take the following steps toward disarmament 
in the face of Soviet aggression: 
demand an end to the arms drive ••• demand prohibition of the manufacture 
and use of atomio and hydrogen weapons ••• demand that an cnd be put to 
the policy of miHtal'y blocs and the creation of milit"ry bases • • • immediate 
cessation of atomic and hydrogen weapon tests· •• prohibition of the manu-
facture "nd use of these weapons. 
24. A conference of all Latin American delegates was held under 
the chairmanship of the CPSU specialist for Latin America. It was 
attended by Chinese Communist delegates. Those who spoke wero 
representatives of the following Communist parties: Brazil, Argenwna, 
Chile, Uruguay, Cuba, and Guatemala. 
~ The CPSU chairman laid beforo the meeting a program for the 
Lawn American Communist parties which was accepted. This pro-
gram included the following points: (a) increased effort to fan and 
exploit anW-U.S. sen timent; (b) revival of the Communist-controlled 
peace mo'Vement; (c) efforts to attack the Organization of American 
States through a. Communist-controllcd conference in delense of 
culture; (d) support for the Communist movement in Cuba; and (e) 
promotion of the Soviet economic offensive in Latin America.. 
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The Communist Party of China serves as a coordinating center for 
Latin American activities, It is known to maint,ain courses for the 
tro.ining of Communists from that area, 
Arrangements were made for a number of secret conferences of 
Communist parties of Latin America, 
In corroboration of this trend, a Peiping broadcast of March 4, 1959, 
disclosed that Mao Tse~tung, chairm9,1l of the Central Committee of 
the Chinese Communist Party, met the leaders of 12 Lalin American 
fraternal parties. The leaders of the fraternal parties were Luis 
Corvalan, secretary general of the Communist Part.y of Chile; 
Pompeyo Marquez, member of t.he secretariat, Pedro Ortega and 
Alonso Ojeda, members of t.he political bureau,'a.nd Guillermo Guardin, 
member, of the Cent.ral Committee of the Communist Part.y of 
. Venezuela; Gilberto Vieira, secretary general, and Joaquin Morerlo, 
member of the political bureau, of the Communist Party of Colf)mbia; 
Rnou Acosta, secretary genenl, and Jorge Del Prado, member of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Peru; Elias Munoz, 
mem ber of the executive commission of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Ecuador; HumberLo Ramirez Cardenas, member 
of the political commission of the Central Committee of the Commu-
nist Party of Bolivia; Felipe Bezrodnik, secretary of the commission 
of the treasury of the Centro.l Commit.tee of the Communist Pnrty of 
Argentina; Wilfredo Velazquez, party organizer oC the provincial 
committee of Las Villas oC the Cuban People's Socialist Party; and 
delegates of the Communist Party of Brazil, the Communist Parl.y of 
Paraguay, the Popular Vanguard Party oC Costa Rica, and the 
Popular Un ion- ('.,ommunist Pnrty-of Panama. 
In the course oC these conferences t.he chief target. of at.tack was the 
alleged "reactionary forces headed by U.S. imperialism!' The 
broadcast Curt,her declared that the conferees-
unanimously considered it necesallr,Y to continue to develop the contracts between 
the Communi8t parties of the countries in Latin America and the Chinese Com~ 
munist Party, 
PREDOMINANT ROLE OF Till: SOVIET UNION 
The primacy oC tJle Soviet Union and its Conununist Pnrty is mani-
fest throughout tJle proceedings. The declaration stresses o.s did 
previous pronunciamentoes of the Communist International, the 
need of-
8tiJcguarding from enemy encro/I.Chmcnts the historic political and social gains 
efTected in the Soviet Union * * * and in all the Socialist countries , 
It urges its Collowers to see that "tJleso gains (are) extended and con-
solidated," In other words, the declaro.tion calls for support and 
extension of Soviet. world conquests. The declaration refers to "he 
Soviet Union as heading "the invincible eamp oC Socialist. count.'ies" 
and states that-
Today the vital interest.'! of the working people of nil countries call for their sup-
port of the Soviet Union and all t he Socialist countries. 
Throughou t the document Socialist. countries are, of course, the 
propaganda labels Cor Conununist countries. The declaration 
pointedly emphasized that-
The historic decisions of tbe 20th CODgr~ of the CPSU (Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union) are of tremendous importance, not only to the CPSU and to 
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the building of communiBffi in the U.S.S.R.; tbey have opened a new stage in the 
world Communist movement and pushed ahead its further development a long 
Marxist·Leninist lines. 
It. must be appreciated that. it is comparatively easy for Communist 
parties in capitalist coun tries to recognize the leading role of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union in preference to the capitalist. parties 
and governments which they detest and quite another matter for a 
Communist Party governing an a.llegedly sovereign and independent 
state, to meekly admit its subordination to the Communist Party of 
another state. Particularly is this true in such states as Red China 
and Yugoslavia, which won their independence through their own 
military forces. While . this situation could be a source of friction 
within the international Communist movement, these satellite parties 
and governments arc so inextricably bound to the Soviet UllIon by 
economic, military, organizat.ional, and political t.ies that. they can be 
relied upon to remain in t.he Soviet. orbit. in any real showdown. We do 
not know what political horse deals were consummated btl:hind the 
scenes to secure unanimity on this question with the single Yugoslav 
exception. 
We are in a posit.ion Lo describe a number of developments men-
tioned by }i'riedrich Ebert, member of the Poli tburo of the Socialist 
Unity Party (SED ) of East Gennany, who attended the "consulta-
tions" of t.he Communist and Workers' parties, in his report. to the 34th 
session of the SED, as reported in its official organ Neus Deutschland 
for November 30,1957. 
The conference was opened with an address by Nikita S. Khru-
sbchev, head of the Communist Party of the Soviet. Union, and Premi-
er of the Soviet Government. The declaration had been rrepared by 
the CPSU in consultation with t he Commun ist Party 0 Chin a~ tbe 
outstanding non-Soviet party i.n t.c.nns of size and importance. rhus 
the CPSU relieved itself of sole responsibility. 
When t.he representn.tives of 65 Communist and Workers' parties 
met in George's Hall in the Kremlin to consider its peace manifestol they were welcomed by Mikhail A. Suslov, secretary of the Central 
Commi ttee of the CPSU and member of its presidium. Consultations 
on the peace manifesto were based upon a draft previously drawn by 
the CPSU and the Polish United Workers Party. However, Suslov's 
report had been submitted previously to the delegates in writing as a 
guide. 
Ebert described Moscow as " the center of the international revolu-
tionary workers movement" wbere "tbe represcnt.a.tives of 65 sister 
parties were assembled. " He further referred to Khrushchev's speech 
at the 40t.h n.n.niversary session oC the supreme Soviet and the docu-
ments Ildopted at "our consultat.ions" and giving on the wbole "long 
range direct.ions for the work of t.he pllrties." 
According to EbcrVs report. "the exchange of views was concerned 
mainly wit.h the lead ing role of the CPSU at the head of all Communist 
parties." Speaker after speaker representing the leading forces of 
the Communist parties gave tribute to the vanguard Cunction oC the 
CPSU. Mao Tse-tung, representing the Communist Party of China, 
beld forth as follows: 
Above all the Soviet Ullion has 40 years of experience. Without the Soviet 
Union, we all would have been conquered by other countries. O$O$. The prepa· 
ration of this consul tation also shows that since Stalin's death the CPSU has 
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drown the necessary conclusions from the experiencoe which it gained from ite 
mistakes and has considerably improved its workinfj: methods. From all thi.;t 
results the leading role of the CPSU in the commUnity oC the Comnlunist and 
Workers' parties and the leading role of the Soviet Union at the head of the states 
of the Socialist camp. 
Echoing this sent.iment were Ho Chi-mi.nh of Viet.nam, Enver Hoxha 
of Albania, Rendrych of Czechoslovakia, Zhivkov of Bulgaria, Dashin 
Damho. of Mongolia, Stoics. of Rumania, Kit Il-song of Korea, and 
Walter Ulbricbt of Germany. 
In fact, Soviet Marshal Vasili Ivanovich Chuikov in his speech 
before the plenary session of the Central Committee of the Ukrainian 
Communist Party on December 2, 1957, hailed the November 14-16, 
1957, meeting and its pronouncements as a "mobilizing and organizing, 
force." He stressed that-
Soldiers noncommissioned officers, officers, and generals of the Okrug (district) 
are studying the declaration and manifesto with a feeling oC great pride in the 
dear Communist Party. 
COMMUNIST PARTY, U:S.A., ApPROVES DECLARATION AND MANIFESTO 
In the JUll0 1958 issue oC Polit.ical Affairs (see app.lII), the National 
Executive Committee oC the CPUSA announced its approval of the 
12-partv declarat.ion and its peace manifesto. The party 6.'{ecutive 
declared.: 
When, on the occasion of the observance of the 40th anniversary of the founding 
of the first Socialist Republic, representativC$ of 64 Communist' partiC$, met in 
Moscow and issued a joint manifesto for peace, they not only voiced the ideals 
and humane purposes of those dedicated to socialism everywhere, but they echoed 
the hope of mankind '" '" '" we hai l the call for peace adopted by the Communists 
from 64 eountriC$ and shaH seek to make it known to the American people'" '" "'. 
We welcome the "Declaration of the 12 Communist !~nd Workers' Partiest which 
are the governing parties of Socialist states '" '" '" our party will finet vitally 
important the lessons summarized from the experience oC the illwrnational 
Communist and workin~-class movement. 
The National ExecutLve Committee of the CPUSA calls for a thorough study 
and systematic discussion of the theoretical propositions contained in the 12-party 
declaration by every section of our party organbation '" '" "'. Likewise the 
National Executive Committoo calls . (or the widC$t distribution of the peace 
manifC$to of the 64 Communist and Workers' partie8 '" '" "'. 
2lsT CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 
'}'he International Communist organization in its prescnt. fluid form 
utilizes every occasion for purposes oC conferences and relat.ions among 
its affiliat.es, being more interested in the substance of these meet.ings 
rather than the formalities of openly proclaimed congresses. 'rhc 
21st Congress of t.he Communist Party of the Soviet Union beld in 
Mos~ow Crom January 27 to February 5, 1959, served as a t.remend-
ous mobilization of world Communist. forces wit.h 70 dele~at,ions pres-
ent, including the following Communist. countries: Albama, Bulgaria, 
(Red) China, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, North Ko-
rea, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, Vietnam, D.S.S.R., and the follow-
ing non-Communist countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canac:la, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Great Britain, India, Indonesia, Iran, 
Israel, Italy, Japan.,! , Lebanoll , Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Northern ireland, l'Torway, Spain, Switzerland, Syria, Tu nisia; the 
Collowing Latin American countries: Argentina, Bolivia, ClIile, Co-
lombia, Ecuador, Mexico; and the United Stat.es, which was repre-
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sented by James E. Jackson, Jr., CPUSA secretary for Negro affairs, 
and Morris Childs, of the CPUSA National Committee. These dele-
gates were not limited to mere attendance at the congress, but most 
of them aetuany addressed the meeting. 
In puppet like fashion, the foreign delegates, one after the other, 
testified to the inspirational and leading role of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet UnIon among Communist parties of the world. We 
cite but a few by way of illustration from Pravda, January 27,1959. 
Maurice T horez, Communist Party of France: "The decisions of the 21st 
CPSU Congress will place weapons in the hands not only of the Communists 
and workers of the U.S.8.R.; the Communist-a of all the world, all revolutionary 
proletarians a re convinced that the 21st CPSU CongrellS will become a new 
source of inspiration and faith in communism." 
Gheorghe Georghiu-Dej, Rumanian Workers Party : "As a result 01 the historic 
development of the international Communist and Workers' movement, the 
CPSU has become its leading body whose historic experience is an invaluable 
asset of the whole Workers' movemcnt and a permanent source of inspiration for 
the activity of the Marxist-Leninist parties." 
Todor Zhikov, Bulgarian Communist Party: "Now more than ever before the 
Socialist countries and the international Communist and Workers' movement 
are firmly united around their historic and natural center-the CPSU." 
Kim Il- song, Korean Workers Party: "Devek,ping Marxism-Leninism in a 
creative way, the CPSU is tirelessly leading the Soviet people to new vietories 
and is playing the vanguard role in the international workmg-class movement. 
The historic 20th Congress of the CPSU not only further accelerated the Com-
munist construction in the Soviet Union, but also made enormous contributions 
to the development of the internat ional Communist movement'" .... " 
James E . J ackson, J r., Communist l,"art.y, U.RA.: "On the occasiol). of the 
21st congress, the Communist Party of the United States extends its warmest 
fraternal greetings to the great Communist Party of the Soviet Union .•.•.• 
Communists the world over will welcome the ideolo~ieal contributions and 
f~~rcpgJn~~g~~tf~~te::almrC~~t~Uh~~~~c~;:;~\\~~~:;~\ t: :~te h~~~~~nie. °t 
T he U.S. Communist Party will find great inspiration and powerful moral support 
in this challenge." 
Reciprocating, the represen tat.ives of the CPSU were quick ~o 
repudiate all charges t.hat t.he internat.ional Communist movement 
was controlled by Moscow. This note was st.ruck in the January 27, 
1959, speech of Nikit.a S. Khrushchev as follows: 
All Communist parties are independent and work out their policy on the basis 
of the concrete conditions in their given country ..... . The ideologists of im-
perialism, and the revisionists who take their cue from them, strive in every way 
to undermine the growing influence of the Communist parties and spread false 
assertions alleging that the Communist movement is the work of Moscow's 
hands and that the Communist and Workers' parties are dependent on the 
Cl)SU .••• The revisionists assert that our party interferell ,n the affairs of 
other countries and seeks to ,subordinate other Communist parties ...... The 
0 1)SU in reality does not control any other party ...... In the Communist 
movement there are no superior or subordinate parties. All Communist and 
Workers' part.ies are equal and independent .•• .; 
It would seem, however, that. the CPSU keeps careful track of the 
progress of the world Communist parties and Khrushchev therefore 
noted with considerable pride that-
At present Communist and Workers' parties are in existence in 85 oountriell' 
They united in their ranks over 33 million people. 
In his speech Khrushchev welcomed the delegations of the 70 Com-
munist and Workers' part.ies present at the congress. 
There were numerous threads to show that the 21st CPSU Congress 
was an integral but dominant part of the internal Communist organi-
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zation, which had staged the November 1957 conference. With a 
certain paternalistic note of indignation, Khrushchev inveighed 
against the fact that-
Many Communist parties in capitalist. countries are at present encountering 
great. difficulties. 
With reference to the November 1957 conference, he declared: 
The conferences of representatives of Communist and Workers' parties held in 
November 1957 demonstrated the complete identity of views of the fra ternal 
parties. The declaration of the conference unanimously approved by all Corn. 
munist and Workers' parties, has become the charter of international unity for the 
world Communist movement. 
In its mess~e of greetings to the 21st Congress of the CPSU, the 
Central COmmIttee of the Communist Party of China declared: 
Since the Moscow meetings of the representatives of Communist and Workers' 
parties of various countries held in 1957, both the uni ted of the Socialist camp 
headed by the Soviet Union and the unity of the international Communist move-
ment with the Soviet Communist Party as its centers have greatly increased, in 
upholding and developing Marxism-Leninism, in supporting and encouraging 
each other and exchanging experience. 
Spenking before the 21st congress, Ho Chi Minh, in behaH of the 
Vietnam La.o Dong Party, declared in corroboration that-
The spirit of t he historic resolutions of the 20th confess have found a deep 
expression in the joint declaration of the Communist an Workers' parties of the 
Socialist countries and the peace manifeilto ot almost all the Communist and 
Workers' Ilar tieil of the world, which met in Moscow on the occasion of the 40th 
anniveraary of the Great October Revolution • ,. •. 
The historic ClI:periences of the international Communist movements have 
proved that the solidarity and unity or mind between Communists of all lands 
a round the CPSU is a powerful moral and material torce which guarantees t be 
final t riumph ot socialism all over the world. 
The tenor of the 21st congress, attended by two delegates of the 
Communist Party, U.S.A., was markedly hostile to the United States, 
even threateningly so. Here, for cxample~ .. is part of the speech made 
by U.S.S.R. Minister of D cfense, Rodion I. Malinovsky: 
People beyond the Atlantic orten say in speaking and writing that the U.S. 
Navy is able to deliver a blow and to make a landing on any point ot our coast. 
But, as the saying goes, it is ei\sy to boast but it is also easy to fall down. I t sccms 
to me that some people on the other side of the Atlantic ought to ponder the late 
of their own shores and very long communication lines, which are now enormously 
ClI:posed and vulnerable, aDd cooaider that America's traditional invulnerabili ty 
ha..s been eliminated forever. 
In a simila.rly hostile vein , A. N. Shelepin, Chairman of the U.S.S. R . 
State Security organiza.tion, a.ttacked the activities of the U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency "against the countries of the Socialist camp." 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The Soviet Government has permitted a.nd encouraged the rep· 
resen tatives of the Communist Party of the United States (J a.mes E. 
Jackson, Jr., Morris Childs) , an organization dedicated to the forcible 
overthrow of the Government of the United States, to participate in 
the sessions of the 21st Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union . 
2. The Soviet Government has permitted and encouraged meetings 
on its soil of meetings of 64 Communist and Workers' pe.rties. The 
dominant tenor of these conferences was one of hostility to the United 
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States and encouragement. to subversive action against our Govern-
ment., and interference in our internal affairs. 
3. The conferences laid the basis (or the revival of the Communist 
International in a modified form wi th the Communist Party, U.S.A. , 
as an actual supporter if not an admitted affiliate. 
4. Included in these conferences were the r epresenta tives of 17 
Communist parties of Latin America, closely contiguous to the United. 
States and vital to our hemispberic deCease. 
5. Outstanding leaders of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union and the Soviet Government were Lbo guiding forces of these 
conferences, including Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev, OLto V. Kuusi-
nen, and Mikhail A. Suslov, all of them members of the presidium of 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 
6. The pattern of relationship between t he CommlUlist Party, 
D.S.A., and the Communist parties of t he world, viewed as a whole, is 
consistent with the conclusion t hat the CPUSA is an organic part of 
a functioning Communist organization. 
7. The activi ties above described constitu te an outright violation 
by the Soviet Goverumcnt of the following pledge made by Soviet 
Ambassador Maxim Litvinov on November 16, 1933: 
T o refrain, and to restrain all persons in Government service and all organizations 
of the Government or under its direct or indirect control, including t he organiza-
t ions in receipt of any fit\1l.neial ll8Sistance from it, from any act overt or cover t 
liable in any way whatsoever to injure the t ranquillity, prosperity, order or security 
of the whole or any part of the Ull ited States, its Terri tories, or possessiolls, and 
in par t.icular, from any act tending to icite or encourage armed intervention or any 
agitation or propaganda having as an a im, the violation of the territor ia l integrity 
of the United States, its Territories, or possessions or the bringing about by_ force 
of a change in the political or social order of the whole or any part of t he United 
States, its Territones or possessions. 
8. The acLivities above described constitute a viola.tion of the spirit 
of repeated declarations by Soviet Premier Khrushchev for peaceful 
coexistence with the United States. 
APPENDIXES 
ApPE NDIX I 
[Political Affairs, Decel!lber 1957, pp. 83-951 
DECLARATION OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS' PARTIES 
OF SOCIALIST COUNTRI ES 
Reprtunt(1ti~f of Communi" and Workt,,' Partin of Sociali.t 
WUntrit8 md in MO$cow November 14-16, 1957. They ooopled a 
Declaration, which i. publi.hed btll)Ul in full. T~ tc;ti.that "Lp-
plied in Bnglilh by the Hainhua New. Agt71cy 0/ Ptking.-Ed. 
Represcntatives of the Albanian Party of Labor the Bulgarian Communist 
Party, the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, the Vietnamese Working People's 
Party, the Socialist Unity Party of Germany, the Communist Party of China, 
the Korean Party of !.aboT, the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party, the 
Polish United Workers' Party, the Rumanian Workers' Party, the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia discussed 
their relations, current problems of the international situation and the struggle 
forpcace and socialism. 
The exchange of opinions revealed identity of views of the parties on all the 
questions examined at the meeting and unanimity in their assessment of the 
international situation. In the course of the discussion the meeting also touched 
upon general problems of the international Communist movement. In drafting 
the declaration the participants in the mooting cOllBulted with representatives 
of the fraternal parties in t he capitalist countries. The fraternal parties not 
present at this meeting will assess and themselves decide what action they should 
take on the considerations expressed in the declaration. 
I 
The main content of our epoch is the transition from capitalism to socialism 
which Wtlll begun by the great October Socialist Revolut ion in RUS8ia. Today 
more than a third of the population of the world---over 950,000,000 people-have 
taken the road of socialism and are building a new life. The tremendous growth 
of the forces of socialism has stimulated the rapid extenrion of the anti·imperialist 
national movement in the post-war period. During the last twelve years, besides 
the Chinese People's Republic, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the 
Korean People's Democratic Republic, over 700,000,000 people hav;e shaken off 
the oolonlal yoke and established national independent lJtates. 
The peoples of the eolon ialand dependent countries, still languishing in slavery, 
are intensifying the struggle for national liberation. The progress of socialism 
and of the national liberation movement has greatly acoolerated the disintegration 
of imperialism. With regard to the greater part of mankind imperialism has lost 
its one-time domination. In the imperialist countries society is Tent by dcep.going 
class contradictions and by antagonisms between those countries, while the 
working class is putting up increasing resistance to the policy of imperialism and 
the monopolies, fighting for better oondilions, democratic rights, for peace and 
socialism. 
I n our epoch, world development is determined by the course and results of the 
competition between two diametrically ol?posed social systems. In the past forty 
years socialism has demonstrated tha.t 1~ is a much higher social system than 
capitalism. It has insured development of the prodUctive forces at a rate un-
precedenUld and impossible for capitalism, and the raising of the material and 
cultural levels of the working people. 
The Soviet Union's strides in economiCll, sdence and technology and the results 
achieved by the other Socialist countries in Socialist construction are oonclusive 
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evidence of t.he great vitalit.y of 8Odalism. In the Socialist states the broad 
mA88e8 of the working people enjoy genuine freedom and democratic rights. 
People's power insures political unity of the masses, equality and fri endship 
among the nations and a foreign policy aimed at preserving uDlversal peace and 
rendering assistance to the oppressed natioM in their emancipation s trug$le. 
The world Socialist system, which is growing and becoming stronger, is exertmg 
ever greater influence upon the international situation in the interests of peace 
and p rogre!!8 and the freedom of the pooples. 
While socialism is OD. the upgrade, Imperialism is heading toward decline. The 
positiollS of imperialism have been greatly weakened as So reault of the d isintegra-
tion of the colonial system. The countries that have shaken off the yoke of 
colonialism are defending t heir independence and fighting for economic sover-
eignty, for international peace. 
The existence of the Socialist system and t he aid rendered by the Socialist 
nations to these countries on principles of equali ty and cooperation between them 
and t he Socialist nations in the struggle for peace and against aggression help 
them to uphold their national freedom and facilitate their social progreB8. 
In t he imperialist countries the contradictions between the productive forces 
and produotlon relations have become acute. In many respects modern science 
and engineering are not being used in the interests of social progress for al l man-
kind, because capitalism fetters and deforms the development of the productive 
forcca of soeicty. 
The world capitalist coonomy remains shaky and unstable. The relatively. good 
economic actiVity still observed in a number of capitalist countries is duo in la rge 
mcasure to the arms drive and other transient factors. However, the capitalist 
economy is bound to encounter deeper slumps and crises. T he temporary high 
business activity helps to keep up the reformist illusions among part of the workers 
in the capitalist countries. 
In the post-war period eome sections of the working class ill the more ad\'anced 
capitalis t countries, fighting against increased exploitation and for a higher stand_ 
ard of living, have been able to win certain wage increases, though in a lIumbel 
of these countries real wages are below the prc-war level. However, in the greater 
part of the capitalist world, particularly in the colonial and dependellt countries, 
millions of working people still live in poverty. T he broad invaaion of agricul ture 
by the monopolies and the price policy dictated by them, the system of bank credits 
alld loans and the increased taxation caused by the arms drive have resulted in the 
steady ruin And impoverishmcnt of thc main mass of the peasantry. 
There is a shArpening of contradiction, not only betWCCIl the bourgeois and the 
working class but also between the monopoly bourgeoisie and All sect ions of the 
people, between the United States monopoly bour~eoisie 011 the onc hand and the 
peoples, and even the bourgeoisie of the other capitalist countries on the other. 
The working people of the capitalist countries live in such conditions that, 
incrcasinglY'rthey ~ealize ~hat the only way oU~?f their gra~e situation lies th:o,:gh 
llOCialism. hus, mcreasmgly favorable conditions a re beIDg created lor brmgmg 
them into the active stru~le for socialism. 
The aggressive imperialist circles of the United States, by pursuing the so-called 
"positions of strength" policy, seek to bring most co~ntr.ies of the world. under 
their sway and to hamper the onward march of mankind ID accordance WIth th.e 
laws of social development. On the pretext of "combating communism," t hey 
are angling to bring m~re and more countri~ under ~eir d<;>minion, instigating 
destruction of democratIc freedoms, thrcatemng the nabonal mdependcnce of the 
developed capitalist countries, trying to enmesh the liberated peoples in ncw tonns 
of colOllialism and systematically conducting subversive activitics against the 
Socialist countries. 
The policy of certain aggressive groups in the United States is aimed at rallying 
around them all the reactionary forces of the capitalist world. Acting ill this way 
they are becoming the canter of world reaction, the sworn cnemies of the people. 
By this policy these antipopular, ag~rcssive imperialist forces are courting ,heir 
own ruin creating their own ~ravc-(hggers. 
So long as imperialism eXIsts there will always be soil for aggressive wars. 
Throughout the post-war years the American, British, French and other imperi-
alists and their hirelings have conducted and are conducting wars in Indochina, 
Indonesia Korea, Malaya, Kenya, Guatemala, Egypt, Algeria, Oman and Yemen 
At the same the aggressive imperialist forces Batly refuse to cut armaments, 
to prohibit the use and production of atomic and hydrogen weapons, to agree 
on Immediate discontinuation of thc teats of thcse weapons; they are continuing 
the "cold war" and arlDS drive, building more military bascs anq conducting the 
aggressive policy of undermining peace and creating thc danger of a new war. 
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Were a world war to break out before agreement on prohibition of nuclear weapons 
is reached, it would inevitably become a nuclear war unpreeedented in destruc-
tive force. 
I n West Germany militarism is being revived with United States help;.giving 
rise to a hotbed of war in the heart of Europe. The struggle against West \..ierman 
militarism and revanchism, which are now threatening peace, is a vital task facing 
the peace-loving forces of the German people and all the nations of Europe. An 
especially big role in this struggle belongs to the German Democratic Republic-
the first worker-peasant state in German history- with which the participants in 
the meetirig express their solidarity and which they fully support. 
Simultaneously the imperialists are t rying to impose on the freedom-loving 
peoples of the Middle East the notorious "Eisenhower-Dulles Doctrine," thereby 
creating the dan~er of war in this a rea. T hey are plotting conspiracies and 
provocations against independent Syria. The provocations against Syria and 
Egypt and other Arab countr ies pursue the aim of dividing and isolating the 
Arab countries in order to abolish their freedom and independence. 
The SEATO aggressive bloc is a source of war danger In East Asia. 
The question of war or peaceful coexistence is now the crucial question of world 
policy. All the nations must display the utmost vigilance in regard to the war 
danger created by imperialism. 
At present the forcC8" of peace have so grown that there is a real possibility of 
averting wars, as was demonstrated by the collapse of the imperialist designs in 
Egypt. The imperialist plans to use the counter-revolutionary forces for the 
overthrow of the people's democratic system in Hungary have failed as well. 
The cause of peace is upheld by the powerful forces of our era: the invincible 
camp of Socialist countries headed by the Soviet Union; the peace-loving countries 
of Asia and Africa taking an anti-imperiaHst stand and forming, together with 
the Socialist countries, a broad peace zone; the international working class and 
above all its vanguard, the Communist parties; the liberation movement of the 
peoples of the colollies and semi-colonies; the mass peace movement of the peoples; 
the peoples of the European .countries who have proclaimed neutrality, the peoples 
of Latin America and the masses in the imperialist countries are putting up increas-
ing resistance to the plans for a new war. 
An alliance of these mighty forces could prevent war, but should the bellicose 
imperialist maniaes venture, regardless of anything, to unleash a war, imperialism 
will doom itself to destruction, for the peoples will not tolerate a system that 
brings them so much suffering and exacts so many sacrifices. 
T he Communist and Workers' parties taking part in the meeting declare that 
the Leninist priniciple of peaceful coexistence of the two systems, which has been 
further developed and brought up to date in the decisions of the Twentieth Con-
gress of the Soviet Communist Party, is the sound basis of the foreign policy of 
tue Socialist countries and the dependable pillar of peace and friendship among the 
peoples. The idea of peaceful coexistence coincides with the five principles ad-
vanced jointly by the Cltinese People's Republic and the RepUblic of India and 
with the program adopted by the Bandung Conference of AfriC!I.II-Asian countries. 
Peace and peaceful coexistence have now become the demands of the broad masses 
in all countries. 
The Communist parties regard the struggle for peace as t heir foremost task. 
They will do all in their power to prevent war. 
II 
The meeting oonsiders that in the present situation the strengthening of the 
unity and fraternal cooperation of the Soeia.list countries, the Communist and 
Workers' parties !Iond the solidarity of the international working class, national 
liberation and democratic movements acquire special si~nifica.nce . 
In the bedrock of the relations between the countries of the world Socialist 
system and all the Communist and Workers parties lie the principles of Marxism-
Leninism, the principles of proletarian internationalism which have been tested 
by life. Today the vit!lol interests of the working people of all countries call for 
their support of the Soviet Union and all the Socialist countries who, pursuing a 
policy of preserving peace throughout the world, are the mainstay of peace and 
social progress. The working class, the democratic forces and the working people 
everywhere are interested in tirelessly strengthening fraternal contacts for the 
sake of the common cause, in safeguarding from enemy encroachments the historic 
political and social gains effected in the Soviet Union-the first and mightiest 
Socialist power-in the Chinese People's Republic and in all the Socialist coun-
tries, in seeing these g!loins extended and oonsolidated. 
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The Socialist countries base their relations on principles of complete equality, 
respect for territorial intef:Tity, state independence and sovereignty and non· 
inwrference in onc another s affairs. These are vital principles. However, they 
do not exhaust the essence of relations between them. Fraternal mutual aid is 
part and parcel of these relations. This aid is a striking expression of Socialist 
internationalism. 
On a basis of complete equalitYhffiutual benefit and comradely mutual assistance 
the Socialist states have establis cd betWC!!ll themselves extensive economic and 
cultural cooperation that plays an important part in promoUng the economic and 
political independence of each Socialist country and the Socialist commonwealth 
as a whole. The Socialis~ states will continue to extend and improve economic 
and cultural cooperation among themselves. 
The Socialist s~atcs also advocate all-round expansion of economic and cultural 
relations with all other countries, provided they desire it, on a basis of equality, 
mutual benefit, and non-interference in each other's internal affait"S. 
The solidarity of the Socialist countries is not directed against any other 
country. On the contrary, it serves the interests of all the peace-loving peoples, 
restrains the aggressive strivings of the bellicose imyerialist circles and supports 
and encourages the growing forces of peace. The Socialist countries are against 
the division of the world into military blocs. But in view of the situation that 
has taken shape, with the Western powers refusing to accept the proposals of the 
Socialist countries for mutual abolition of military blocs, the Warsaw Pact Organ-
ization, which is of a defensive nature, serves the security of thc peoples of Europe 
and supports peace throughout the world, must be preserved and strengthened. 
The Socialist countries arc united in a single community by the fact that they 
are taking the common Socialist road, by the common class essence of the social 
and economic system and state authority, by the requirements of mutual aid and 
support, identity of interests and aims in the struggle against imperialism, for the 
victory of socialism and communism and by the ideology of Marxism-Leninism 
which is common to all. 
T he solidarity and close unity of the Socialist countries constitute a reliable 
guarantee of the sovereignty and independence of each. Stronger fraternal rela-
tions and friendship between the Socialist countries call for a Marxist-Leninist 
internationalist policy on the part of the Communist and Workers' Parties, for edu-
cating an the working people in the spirit of combining internationalism with 
patriotism and for a determined effort to overcome the survivals of bourgeois 
nationalism and chauvinism. Ail issues pertaining to relations between the 
Socialist countries can be fully settled through comradely discussion, with strict 
observance of the principles of Socialist interllationalism. 
III 
The victory of socialism in the U.S.S.H. and progress in Socialist construction in 
the people s democracies find deep sympathy among the working class and the 
working people of all countries. T he ideas of socialism are winning additional 
millions of people. In these conditions the imperialist bourgeoisie attaches in-
creasing importallee to the ideological molding of the masses; it misrepresents 
socialism and smears Marxism-Leninism, misleads and confuses the masses. It is 
a prime task to intensify Marxist-Leninist education of the masses, combat bour· 
geois ideology, expose the lies and slanderous fabrications of imperialist propa-
ganda against socialism and the Communist movement, and widely propagate in 
simple and convincing fashion the ideas of socialism, peace, and friendship among 
nations. 
T he meeting confirmed the identity of views of the Communist and Workers' 
Parties on the cardinal problems of the Socialist revolution and Socialist construc-
tion. The experience of the Soviet Union and the other Socialist countries has 
fully borne out the correctness of the Marxist-Leninist proposition that the 
processes of the Socialist revolution and the building of socialism lU"e governed by 
a number of basic laws applicable in all eountriea embarking on a Socialist course. 
These laws manifest themselvea everywhere, alongside a great variety of historic 
national peculiaritie.s and traditions which must by all means be taken into 
account. 
These laws are: Guiaance of the working masses by the working class, the core 
of which is the Marxist-Leninist party in effecting a proletarian revolution in one 
form or another and establishing one form or other of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat; the alliance of the working class and the bulk of the pea.sa.ntry and 
other sections of the working people; the abolition of capitalist ownership and the 
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establishment of public ownership of the ba.sic means of production; gradual 
Socialist reconstruction of agriculture; planned development of the national 
economy aimed at building socialillm and communism, at raising the standard of 
living of the working people; the carrying out of the Socialist revolution in the 
sphere of ideology and culture and the creation of a numerous inteJli~ent8ia de-
voted to the working class, the working people and the cause of SOCIalism; the 
abolition of national oppression and the establishment of equality and fraterna l 
friendship between the/copies; defense of the achievements of socialism against 
attficks by external an internal enemies; solidarity of the working ell\8S of the 
country in question with the working class of other countries, that is, proletarian 
interntl.tionalism. 
Marxism-Leninism calls for a creative application of the general principles of the 
Socialist revolution and Socialist conatruction depending on the concrete condi-
tions of each country, and reject.s mechanical imitation of the policies and tactics 
of the Communist parties of other COUlltries. 
Lenin repeatedly called attention to the necessity of.correetly applying the basic 
principles of communism, in keeping with the speCific features 0 the nation, of 
the national state concerned. Disregard of national peculiarities by the pro-
letarian party inevitably leads to its divorce from reality, from the masses, and 
is bound to prejudice the cause of socialism and, conversely, exaggeration of the 
role of thcse peculiarities or departure, under the pretext of national peculiarities, 
from the uni\'ersal Marxist-Leniniat truth on the Socialist revolution and Socialist 
con5truction is just as harmful to the Socialist cause. 
Thc participants in the meeting cOJlsider that both these tendeneies should be 
combated simultaneously. The Communist and Workers plOrties of the Socialist 
countries should firmly adhere to the principle of eombinin$ the IObove universal 
Mar;dst-Leninist truth with the specific revolutionllory practICe in thcir countries, 
creatively apply the general lav.'S governing the Socialist revolution and Sceialist 
conatruction In accordance with the concrete conditions of their countries, learn 
from each other and share experience. Creative application of the general laws 
of socialist construction tried and tested by experience and the variety of forms 
and methods of building socialism used in different countries, represent a collective 
contribution to Marxist-Leninist theory. 
The theory of Marxism-Leninism derives from dialeetical materialism. This 
world outlook reHects the universal law of development of nature, aociety and 
human thinking. It is valid for the pfLSt, the present and the future. Dialectical 
mlloterialiam is countered by metaphysies and idealism. Should the Marxist 
political party in its examinatioll of questions bll.8e itself not on dialectics a.nd 
materialism, the rcsult will be one-SIdedness a.nd subjectivism, stagnation of 
thought, isolation from life and loss of fLbility to make the necessary analysis of 
things and phenomena, revisionist and dogmatist misttOkes and mistakes in 
policy. ApplicaUon of dialectical materialism in practical work and the educa-
tion of the party functionaries and the broad masses in the spirit of Marxism-
Leninism are urgent tasks of the Communist and Workers parties. 
Of vital importance in the present stage is intensified struggle against op-
portunist trends in the working CIWl8 and Communist movement. The meeting 
underlines the necessity of resolutely overcoming revisionism and dogmatism in 
the ranks of the Communist and Workers' paTties. Redsionism and dogmatism 
in the working-class and Communis t movement are today, as they have been in 
the Pl18t, international phenomena. Dogmatism and sectarianism hinder the 
de\"clopment of Marxist-Lenini5t theory and its creative applieation in the chang-
ing conditions, replace the study of the concrete situation with merely quoting 
cla&l!ics and stickmg to books and lead to the isolation of the party from the 
mWl8C8. A party that has withdrawn into the shell of sectarianism and that has 
lost contact with ~he masses cannot bring victory to the cause of the working 
class. 
Tn condemning dogmatism, the Communist parties beHeve that the main 
danger at present is revisionism or, in other words, Right-wing oppor~unism, 
which fUI a man ifcstation of bourgeois ideology paralyzes the revoluntionary 
energy of the working elass and demands the preservation or restoration of capital-
ism. Howe\'er, dogmatism and sectarianism can also be the main danger at 
different phases of development in one party or another. It is for each Com-
munist party to decide what danger threatens it more at a given time. 
It should be pointed out that the conqucst of power by the proletariat is only 
t he beginning of the revolution, not is conclusion. After the conquest of power, 
the working class is faced with the serious tfUlks of effecting the Socialist recon-
struction of the national economy and laying the economic and technical founda.-
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tion of socialism. At the same time the overthrown bourgeoisie always cndeavol'8 
to make a comeback, the infl uence exerted on society by the bou~eoisie. the petty 
bourgeoisie Rod their intelligentsia, is still great. That is why a fairly long time is 
needed to resolve the issue of who will win-capitalism or socialism. The exist-
ence of bourgeois influence is an internalsouree of revisionism, while surrender to 
imperialist pressure is it3 external source. 
Modern revisionism seeks to smear the great teachings of Marxism-Leninism, 
declares that it is "outmoded" and alleges tbat i t has lost. its significance tor social 
progress. The revisionisu try to exorcise tbe revolutionary IIpi rit of Maniam, 
to uodermine faith in socialism among the working class and the workin~ people 
in general. They deny the historical necessity for a proletarian revolution and 
the dictatorship of the proletariat during the period of traneition from capitalism 
to eocialism, deny the leading role of the Marxist-Leninist party, reject the 
principlei:'! of proletarian internationalism and call for rejection of t he Lcninist 
print:iplel:'! of party organization and, above all, of democratic centraliam, for 
transforming the Communist Party from a militant revolutionary organbation 
into some kind of debating society. 
The experience of the international Communist movement shows that resolute 
defcnse by the Communist and Workers parties of the Marxist-Leninist unity of 
. their ranks and the banning of factioM and groupll sapping unity guarantee the 
successful solut ion of the tasks of the socialist revolution, the establishment of 
socialism and communism. 
IV 
The Communist and Workers' Parties are faced with great historic tasks. The 
carrying out of these tasks necessitates closer unity not only of the Communist 
and Workers parties but of the entire working class, necessitates cementing the 
alliance of the working class and peasantry, rallying the working people and pro-
gressive mankind, the freedom and peace-loving forces of the world. 
The dcfense of peace is the most important world-wide task of the day. The 
Communist and Workers Parties in all countries stand for joint action on the 
broadest possible scale with all forces Cavoring peaCle and opposed to war. The 
participants in the meeting deelare that they support the e fforts of all statel:'!, 
parties, organizations, movements and individual8 who champion peace and oPP08e 
war, who want peaceful coexistence, colleCltive 8ecurity in Europe and Asia, reduc-
tion of armaments and prohibition of thc use alld tests of nuclear weapons. 
The Communist and Workers' Parties are loyal defenders of the national and 
democratic interests of the peoples of all countries. The workillg class and the 
peoples of many countries are still confronted with the historiCl tasks of struggle 
for nationallndependenoo against colonial aggression and feudal oppression. What 
is needed here is a united anti-imperialist and antifeudal front of the workers, 
peasants, urban petty bourgeoisie, national bourgeoisie and other patriotio demo-
cratic forces. Numerous facts show that the greater and stronger the unity of 
the various patriotio and dcmocratio foroos, thc greater the guarantee of victory 
in the common struggle. 
At present the struggle of the working class and thc masses of thc people 
ae;ainst the war danger and for their vital interests is spearheaded against the 
big monopoly group of capital as those ohiefly responsible for the arUll! race, as 
those who organize or inspire plans for preparing a !lCW world war and who are 
thc bulwark of aggre88iO!l and reaotion . The interests and the policy of this 
handful of monopolies conflict increasingly not only with the interests of the 
working class, but the other 8ections of capitalist society: thc peasants, intellec-
tual8, petty and middle urban bourgeoisie. 
In those capitalist countries where the American monopolies are out to estab-
lish their hegemony and in thc countriCB alread>, sutTering from the U.S. polioy 
of economio and military expansion, the objeotlve conditions are being oreated 
for uniting, under the leadership of the working cl8.S8 and its revolutionary par-
ties, broad sections of the population to fight for peace, the defen8e of national 
independence and democratic freedoms, to raise the standard oC living, to oarry 
through radical land reforms and to overthrow the rule of the monopolies who 
betray the national interests. 
The profound historic changes and decisive switch in the balance of forces in 
the international spherc in favor of socialism and the tremendous growth of the 
power of attraction exerted by Socialis t ideas among the working class, working 
peasantry and working intelligents ia Clrcate more favorable oollditions for the 
victory of SOClialism. 
The forms of the tranSition of socialism may vary for different countries. The 
working cla.ss a nd its vanguard-the Marxist-Leninist partY--1leek to achieve the 
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Socialist revolution by peaceful means. This would accord with the interests of 
the working class and the people 88 a whole 88 weU tI8 with the national interests 
of the country. 
Today in a number of capitalist countries the working class headed by its van-
guard hlUl the opportunity, given a united working-clll.!l8 and popular front or other 
workable forms of agreement and political cooperation between the different par-
ties and public organizations, to uuite a majority of the people, to win state power 
without civil war and ensure. the transfer of the basic means of production to the 
hands of the people. It hlUl this opportunity while relying on the mal' ority of the 
people and decisively rebuffing the opportunist elements incapable 0 relinquish-
ing the policy of compromise with the capitalists and landlords. The working 
CI888 then, can defeat the reactionary, anti-popular forces, SC(lure a firm majority 
in parilament, transform parliament from an instrument serving the clt188 interests 
of the bourgeoisie into an iIliltrument serving the working people, launch a non· 
parliamentary mass struggle, smlUlh the resistance of the reactionary forces and 
create the necessary conditions for peaceful realization of the socialist revolution. 
All this will be possible only by broad and ceaseless development of the cl88tl 
struggle of the workers, peasant mlUl8ell and the urban middle strata against 
big monopoly capital, agaiIlilt reaction, for profound social relorma, for peace and 
socialism. 
In the event of the ruling cla.sses resorting to violence against people, the possi-
bility of non-peaceful transition to socialism should be borne in mind. Leninism 
teaches, and experience confirms, that the ruling classea never relinquish power 
voluntarily. Iu this case the degree of bitterness and the forms of the class 
struggle will depend not so much on the proletariat as on the resistallce put up 
by the reactionary circles to the will of the overwhelming majority of the people, 
on these circles using foree at oue or another stage of the struggle for socialism. 
The p08llibility of one or another way to socialism depends on the concrete 
conditions in each country. 
In the s truggle for better working conditions fo r the working ~ple, for preserva-
tion and extension of democratic rights, winning and maintaining national inde-
pendence and peace among nations, and a lso in the struggle for winning power and 
building socialism, the Communist Parties seek cooperation with the Socialist 
parti~. Although the Right- Wing Socialist Party leaders are doing their best to 
hamper this cooperation, there are increasing opportunities for eooperation 
between the Communists and Socialists on many issues. The ideological differ-
euces between the Communist and the Socialist parties should not keep them from 
establishing ur.ity of action on the many pressing issues that confrOnt the working· 
clo.ss movement. 
In the Socialist countries where the working clo.ss is in power, the Communist 
and Workers' Parties which have the opportunity to establish close relatiOlls with 
the broad m888es of the people should cOllstantly rely on them and make the build-
ing and defense of socialism the cause of millions who fully realize that they are 
masters of their country. Of great importance for enhancing the activity and 
creative initiative of the broad masses and their solidarity, for consolidating the 
Socialist system and stepping up Socialist construction are the measures taken in 
recent years by the Socialist countries to expand Socialist democracy and encourage 
criticism and selr-criticism. 
To bring about real solidarity of the working class, of all working people and 
the whole of progressive mankind, of the freedom-loving and peace-loving forces 
of the world, it is necessary above all to promote the unity of the Communist and 
Workers' Parties, to foster solidarity between the Communist and Workers 
Parties of all countries. This solidarity is the core of still greater solidarity, it is 
the main guarantee of the victory of the cause of the working class. 
The Communist and Workers' l)arties have a particularly importnnt responsi-
bility with regard to the des tines of the world Socialist system and the International 
Communist movement. The Communist and Workers' Parties represcnted at 
the meeting declare that they will tirelessly promote their unity and comradely 
cooperation with a veiw to further consolidating the commonwealth of Socialist 
states and in the interests of the international working-class movement, of peace 
and socialism. 
The meeting notes with satisfaction that the International Commuuist move-
meut has grown, withstood numerous serious triaI.s and won a number of major 
victories. Dy their deeds the Communist.s have demonstrated to the working 
people on a world-wide scale the vitality of the Marxist-Leninat theory and their 
ability not only to propagate the great ideals of socialism, but also to realize them 
in exceedingly strenuous conditions. 
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Like any progressive movement in human society, the Communist movement 
is bound to encounter difficult.ies and obstacles. However, as in the past, no 
difficulties or obstacles can change now, nor will they be able to change in the 
future, the objective laws governing historical progress or affect the determination 
of the working class to transform the old world and create a new one. Ever 
since they began their struggle, the Communists have been baited and persecuted 
by the reactionary forces, but the Communist movement heroically repels all 
attacks, emerging from the trials stronger and more steeled. The Communists, 
by further consolidating their unity, counter attempts by the reactionary imperi-
alist forces to prevent human society from marching toward a new era. 
Contrary to the absurd assertions of imperialism about a so-called crisis of 
communism, the Communist movement is growing and gathering strength. The 
historic decisions of the Twentieth Congress of the C.P.S.U. are of tremendous 
importancehnot only to the C.P.S.U. and to the building of communism in the 
U.S.S.R.; t ey have opened a new stage in the world communist movement and 
pushed ahead its fUrther development along Marxist-Leninist lines. The results 
of the congresses of the Communist Parties of China France, Italy and other 
countries in recent times have clearly demonstrated the unity and solidarity or-
the party ranks and their loyalty to the principles of proletarian internationalism. 
This meeting of the representatives of <.::ommunist and Workers' Parties testifies 
to the international solidarity of the Communist movement. 
After exchanging views, the participants in the meeting arrived at the con-
clusion that in present conditions it is expedient, besides bilateral meetings of 
leading personnel and exchange of information to hold, as the need arises, more 
representative conferences of Communist and 'Vorkers' Parties to discuss current 
problems, share experience, study each other's views and attitudes and concert 
action in the joint struggle for the common goals, peMe, democracy and socialism. 
The participants in the meeting unanimously express their firm confidence that, 
by closing their ranks and thereby rallyin~ the working class and the peoples of 
all countries, the Communist and Workers Parties will surmount all obstaelC3 in 
their onward movement and accelerate further big victories for the cause of peace, 
democracy and socialism. 
ApPENDIX II 
[New Times, No. 48, 1957, pp. 1-3] 
PEACE MANIFESTO 
Workers and peasants ! Men of science and culture! People of good will in all 
countries! 
We, the representatives of the Communist and Workers' parties, gathered in 
Moscow for the 40th anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution, 
address you, appealing both to your reason and to your hearts. 
The calamity of the second world war is still fresh in mind. Its bloody conse-
quences have not yet completely disappeared, and already llOvering over the 
homes of peaceful towns and villages is the sinister spectre of another, It hundred 
times more destructive, war. The threat of another war, darkening the joy of 
life, overhangs every country. In every home the question is asked: 
What will happen tomorrow, a month or a year from now? Wilt the flames of 
war again euvelop us? Will the all-destructive atomic and hydrogen bombs bring 
sudden dea.th to us and to our children? 
The peoples have already had the bitter experieuce of two world wars. It is 
always the ordinary peoplc who make the heaviest sacrifices in war. They know 
that each succeeding war brings with it greater suffering, ruins more countries, 
kills more people, and leaves a trail of still more dreadful and lasting consequences. 
The first world war, caused by the big imperialist powers and unleashed by 
German militarism, took a toll of ten million lives. Tens of millions were maimed 
and deprived of health. Entire nations were subject to hunger and privation. 
The second world war, for which German fascism bears the chief guilt, not only 
buried huge armies to destrucUon. Bombs destroyed open cities, killed hundreds 
of thousands of civilians, while millions of men, women and children perished be-
hind the barbed wire and in the gas chambers of Hitler's concentration camp<!. 
Enormous material riches, .with which it would have been possible to build thou-
sands of beautiful towns and feed and clothe entire nations, were used for pur· 
poses of dea.th and destruction. Over 30 million human lives, not counting the 
wounded and the maimed, were swallowed in the holocaust of the second world 
• 
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war. And, during its last days, t he first two atom bombs fell on open Japanese 
cities, the tangible omen of wholesale humall slaughter in luture conflicts. 
It requires neither the knowledge of the scientist nor the imagination of the 
poet to say that the next war-flhould the peoples ever allow it to break out-
would surpass in destruction anything that mankind has yet experienced. The 
peoples of Europe and America, Asia, Africa. and Australia. know that man has 
released such tremendous natural forces and possesses such powerful means t hat 
their de5tructive action could be let loose on any part of the globe. In the next 
war there will be no shelter or safety . The flame, of nuclear and rocket war 
would engulf all the peoples and bring untold sufferings for generations to come. 
People all over the world, irrespective of nationality and poJiUcal views, re-
ligious belief or oolour, want to live in peace, and ordinary people all over the 
world say surely man, whose victorious mind is wresting from Nature all her 
secrets, subordinating her more and more, who, now with t he launching of the 
Soviet Earth satellites, may soon reach the 5tars, surely man can prevent war and 
self-destructiont 
We, the resprescntatives of the Communi5t a lld Workers' partics, fully consci-
ous of our rcspollsibility lor human destiny, declare; 
War is not inevitable. War can be prevented, peace can be preserved alld 
made secure. 
We are gathered in the capito.l of the oount ry wWch 40 years ago opened a 
new era in human historr. In the year 1917 for the first t ime the socialist revolu-
tion triumphed on RUSSlan soil. The working people took power into their own 
hands and set out to destroy all forms of oppression and exploitation of man by 
man. The workers and peasants of RU88ia, under the leadership of the Party 
of Leninhinscribed peace on their banners and have a lways remained faithful to 
it. In t e course of its 40 years the Soviet Union has opened the way to peace 
for all pool?les, and has sought--despite all imperialist obstacles- peaceful co-
existence With all other cou ntries irrespective of their social system. 
T he workers of the capitalist oountries, upholding their Vital interests, took an 
active tmrt in the struggle for peace. ThiS noble cause WIUI supported by progrC5-
sive poople alt over the world. H owever, the peace forces did not succeed ill 
saving mankind from a new catastrophe, the second world war. These forcC5 
were not. suffioiently strong at the time, and the Soviet Ullion was then the only 
oountry. steadfastly fighting for peace. 
We Communists say that. now it is possible to prevent war, possible to safeguard 
peace. We say this with full confidence because the world situation today is 
different and the balance of forces h5 changed. 
The Land of Sovieta, born ot the Great October Hevolution, no longer stands 
alone. Out of the victory over fascism came the vast world of socia li5m with a 
population of nearly one thousand million. Marching shoulder to shoulder wi th 
the Soviet Union for peace, international cooperation and pcaceIul coexistence of 
the different !IOCial aystems, is another big socialist power-People's China. 
Working for the same peaceIul aims are the European and Asian countries of 
people'a democracy. 
The unprecedented development of industry, science lInd technology in the 
Soviet Union and other socialist countries serves peace and acts as a powerful 
brake on war. 
Another new force hN! made its appearallce on the world arena- t he colonial 
pcoples awakcned by the October Revolution; some of them have already thrown 
off and others are in the process of throwing off their age-old yoke of dependence; 
they want to live in peace and will not allow !lny imperialillt interference in their 
internal affairs. In order to put an end to their backwardnt'S!! and poverty 
they are pursuing a policy of peace and neutrality, the policy of the well-knowll 
five principles- mutual respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty, non-
aggression, non-interference ill internal affai rs, equality and mutual benefit, and 
peaceful coexistence. 
It is not only the socialist countries, and Ilot on ly the nations of the East that 
do not want war. l t is hated also by the peoples of the Western capitalist coun-
tries, who have twice experienced it. 
T he peace forces are legion_ They can prevent war and SIIfeguard peace. How-
ever, we, the Communists, believe that it is our duty to warn all the t>C<lple of 
the world that the danger of a monstrous and aH-destroying war has not passed. 
Where does the threat to peace and the security of the peoples come from? 
From the capital ist monopolies who have a vested interest III war and am858cd 
unprceedented riches from the two world Wflrs and the current arms drive. The 
arms drive, which brings huge profits to the monopolillts, weighs heavily Oll the 
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working people and seriously worsells lhe economy of the countries. The ruling 
circles of some capitalist countries, under pressure of the monopolies, and espe-
cially those of the U.S., have rejected proposals fOf disarmament, prohibition 
of nuclear weapons, and other measures aimed at preventing a lIew war. Not 
a fcw excellent proposals by the peace-loving nations have been submitted to the 
United Nations, acceptance of which would have strengthened peace and lessened 
the danger of war. No onc can deny that the submission to the United Nations 
of proposals aimed at ending the arms race, removing the threat of an atomic 
war, and promoting peaceful coexistence of states and economic cooperation 
between states which is a decisive factor in creating proper con fidence in inter. 
national relations, is ill keeping with the vital interests of a ll natiotls. The des· 
tiny of the world and the destinies of tho future generations hinge on the solu-
tiolls of these problems. These proposals are actively res isted only by those 
interested in maintaining iuternatlonl;i tension. 
Thousands of newspapers and radio stations daily instill into the minds of the 
people of the United States, Britain, France, Italy and other countries the claim 
that "world communiem" is endangeriug their freedom, their way of life, and their 
peaceful existence. 
However, neither the Communist parties 1I0r auy of the socialiet couutries has 
any motive or reason for launching wars or military attacks on other countries, 
for seizing alien soil. The Soviet Union and People's China both have vast 
expanses of laud and untold uatural riches. I n all the socialist countries there are 
no classes or social groups interested in war. Power is in the bauds of the workers 
and peasants, who in all wars have been the greatest sufferers. h it possiblo 
that they could desire another war? The aim of the Communists is to build a 
society that will ensure universal well-being, the blOllSOming of all nations and 
eternal peace between them. In order to build this society the socialist countries 
need a lasting and stable peace. There are, therefore, no more conaistent enemies 
of war, no stauncher champions of peace than the Communist.e. 
The socialist countries do not intend to enforce their social or political system 
on any other nationa. They a re firmly convinced that socialism is bound to 
win, but they know that socialism cannot be implanted from without, that it 
will come, above all, as a remIt of struggle by the working class and all other 
progressive forces within each country. That is why the soeialiet states have 
110 desire to interfere in the internal affairs of other countries, just as they will 
not allow others to interfere in their internal a ffairs. Hence the contention 
that the socialist countries are the tbreat to peace, that they want to impose 
their system upon others, is merely an attempt to mislead those desiring peace. 
Peace can be preserved 011 the one condition that all to whom it is dear combine 
their forces, sharpen their vigilance in relation to the machinations of the war 
ill8tigaoors and become fully conscious that their sacred duty is to intensify t he 
struggle for peace-which is threatened. 
Having in mind the well-being of the people throughout the world and desirous 
of progress and a bright futUre for all natiolls, we addre88 ourselve!l: 
to men and women, 
to workers and peasants, 
to men of sciellce and art, 
to teachers and office workel1l, 
to the youth, 
to handicraftsmcn, traders and industrialists, 
to Socialists, Democrats and Liberals, 
to a ll , irrespective of political and religious convictions, 
to all who love their country, 
to all who do not want war, 
to all people of good will 
with the call: 
demand an end to the arms drive, which daily intensifies the danger of war 
and of which you, the common people, bear the burden; 
demand prohibition of the manufacture and use of atomic and hydrogen 
weapons, and, as a first step, an immediate end to the testillg of these weapollll; 
demand t hat an end be put to the policy of military bloca and the creation 
uf military bases in other countries; 
demand that the German militarists, chiefly responsible for the last war, are 
DOt al lowed to rearm in the very heart of Europe; 
demand an end to the plotting and military provocations of the imperialists 
in the Middle East; 
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support the policy of collective security, of peaceful coexistence of dif-
ferent social systems, and the widest economic and cultural cooperation of all 
. peopl ... 
We address ourselves to all of you with the call: 
demand from your governments that in the United Nations they pursue a 
policy of peace and opposition to the cold war. 
Wc address ourselves to all people of good will throughout the world: 
organize and work for; 
1) immediate cessation of atomic and hydrogen weapon [e8U; 
£) unconditiornll and speedy prohibition of the manufocture and U8e of these 
weapons. 
We, the Communists, have devoted our lives to the cause of socialism. We 
the COmmunist.<>, are firmly convinced that this noble cause will triumph. And 
it is because we believe in the triumph of OUT ideas-the ideas of Marx and Lenin, 
the ideas of proletarian internationalism, that we want peace and aTe working for 
peace. War is our enemy. 
From now on let the countries with different social systems compete with one 
another in developing science and technology for peace. Let them demonstrate 
their superiority not on the field of battle, but in competition for progress and 
for raising living standards. 
We extend a hand to all people of good wUI. By a common effort let us get 
rid of the burden of armaments which 0l?presses the pcoples. Let us rid the world 
of the danger of war, death, and annihilation. Before us is a bright and happy 
future of mankind marching forward to progress. 
Peace to the world! 
Adopted by the delegations of the Communist and Workers'parties 
of Albania, Algeria\gArgentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium;. Bolivia, 
Brazil, Brltai~ Bu aria~ Canada, Ceylon, Chile, China, \Jolombia, 
Costa Rica, \Juba, Czecnoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, 
Ecuador, Finland, France, German Democratic Republic, Federal Re-
public of Germany, Greece, Guatemala, HondUras, Hungary India, 
Indonesia .. Iraq, Israel, Italy, Japan .. lordan, Korea, Luxemburg, ~lalaya, 
Mexico, l\10ngolia, Morocc0l. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Panama Par8cguay, Peru, l'oland, Portugal, Rumania San Marino, 
Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria and the iebanon, Thai-
land, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam and Yugoslavia. 
ApPENDIX III 
(Political Affairs, J une 1958, pp. 22-26] 
ON THE PEACE MANIFESTO AND THE 12-PARTY DECLARATION 
By National EJl:ecutive Committee, CPUSA 
In accord with tM resolution adopted by tM National Com-
miUee at il8 FebrWlry meeting, flu! foUowing swtement 'W(U 
unanimoualy adopted by the National Executive Committee. Sinu 
then, a number of significant devtlopments have occurred, pllTticu-
larly in relation to negotiations for a summit conference and to tM 
position taken by the Seventh COngress of the Yugoslav Leagu.e of 
Communisu, which give added meaning to both the Peace Manifesto 
and the Twelve-Party Dee/aration, and renewed emphasis to tlu! 
importanu of their study and circula/ion.- The Editor. 
I 
Announcement by the Soviet Union of unliteral suspension of nuclear weapons 
tests has raised the hopes of all mankind and has greatly increased the universal 
determination to ban nuclear war. It reinforces the world-wide demand for Eaat-
West talks and encourages the prospects for a big-power meeting "at the summit," 
despite the opposition of Dulles, Strauss and other spokesmen for monopoly. 
The lifting of the threatening cloud of atomic war and the ending of the cold 
war will remove a great burden from the shoulders of the American people. 
Prevailing policies of big business and its political spokesmen, which have been 
geared to war and increasing world tensions, are also responsible for excessive 
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ta;'l[stioD, inflation and loss of jobs through trade restrictions, &.8 well as curbs 011 
civil liberties and the lag of science and education in our country . 
We American Communist.s have always sought understanding and cooperation 
between the United States and the U.S.S.n. in the best interests of our people. 
We are mindful of the fact that President Roosevelt's recognition of the Soviet 
Union in 1933 contributed to the revival of trade and manufacture in the U.S. 
after the most devastating economic crisis in our history, helping to reopen 
faCUlties and providing jobs. We cannot forget that, as allies in the anti-Hitler 
war, we fought together to end fascist tyranny and military conqucst, thus opening 
the way to the liberation of oppressed peoples in rrumy land8. Today, the develop.. 
ment of friendly re lation8, cooperation and trade between our country and the 
U.S.S.R. i8 decisive for achieving a durable world peace. 
When, on the occasion of the obsen'an(le of the 40th anniversary of the founding 
of the first socialist republiC, representatives of 64 Communist parlies met in 
Moscow and i8sued fI joint Manifesto for Peace, they not only voiced the idenil! 
and humane purpose!! of those dedicated to socialism everywhere, but they echoed 
the hope of all mllnkind. The CPUSA was unable to take pnrt in these delipera-
tions due to anti-democratie and rC:Strictive laws in the U.S. which still bar 
freedom of travel and political association. But we hail the call for peace adopted 
by the Communist8 from 64 countries and shall seek to make it known to the 
American people as pnrt of our contribut ion to ending misunderstanding and 
toward cementing friendship and cooperation between the peoples of the East and 
West. 
The Manisfesto declures, as our 16th National Convention has also noted: 
"War is not inevitable. \Var can be prevented, peace can be preserved and made 
secure." A ncw balance of forces exis t.s which makes this possible. Heading the 
camp of peace are the socialist lands-the 8o\'iet Union, People's China, the 
people's democracies of Europe alld Asia. By their side arc the Bandung nations, 
s powerfulncw world force. And in the CIlpitalist countrica, the masses of working 
people are a mighty force for peace. 
But at the slime time, it ill clear thnt t he danger of WAr hlls not passed. I ts 
~ource is " ••• the CApitalist monopolies who have A vested interest in war and 
have amassed unprecedented riches from two world wars and an Arms drive .••• 
The ruling circles of some capitalist countries, under pressure of the monopoJica 
And especially those of the U.S., have rejected proposals for disnrmament, prohibi-
tion of nuclear weapons and other mensures lIimed lit preventing a new war." 
This is evidenced anew by the refusal of the Administration to suspend the 
current series of nuclear tests in the Paciffi c, by the steps bein.!!: taken to establish 
missile and rocket bf18e3 in the NATO countries And to arm West Germany with 
atom ic weapons, and by American imperilllist illterference in Indonesia and the 
Middle East. 
However, the Manifcato declares, this danger can be overCome. The forces of 
peace can prevail. We hail the call of the 64 parties to 11.11 people of good will 
throughout the world to demand an end to the cold war, prohibition of nuclear 
weapons and test.s, abolition of military blocs and foreign bases, an end to imperial_ 
ist plotting and military provocations. We add our voice to the concluding plea 
of the Manifesto for Peace in which 64 Communist parties from all five continents 
ask: 
From now on let the countries with different social systems compete with 
one another iu developing science and technology for peace. Let them dem-
onstrate their superiority not on the fie ld of battle but in competition for 
progress and for raising living standards. 
We extend a hand to all people of good will. By a common effort let us 
get rid of the burden of armaments which oppresses thepcople. Let U8 rid 
the world of the danger of war, death and annihilation. Before us is a bright 
and happy future of mankind marChing forward to progress. 
We also reiterate the sound observations of the Manifesto that: 
The socialist countries do not intend to enforce their social or politiCJ\1 
system on any other naliOll. They are firmly convinced that socialism is 
bound to win, but they know that socialism cannot be implanted from with-
out, that it will come above all as a. result of struggle by the working class 
and a ll other progressive forces within each country. 
II 
We welcome equally the Declaration of the Twelve Communist and Workers ' 
Parties which are the governing parties of socialist states, as renewed evidence 
of the great eontribution to world peace and social progress which is inherent 
in tbe socialist system. 
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Today, the Soviet Union, pioneering a new way of life free from class exploita-
tion, no longer stands a lone M a socialist country. Now, one-third of the world's 
people have rid themselves of the rule of capital and are building their future 
on socialist foundations. We greet t his growth and consolidation of socialist 
aoeiety in many lands, creatin$: for the first t ime a world system of a higher 
order than eapltalism-one which is a reliable bulwark of peace and freedom. 
These countries, inspired by and learning fro m the historic lessons of the 
Great October RevolutIOn and thc victory of socialist construction in the USSR, 
have each come to social ism by their own pnths, overcoming great obstacles and 
uniting their people and national resources for mutual a id and support of world 
peace. This historic Declaration demonstrates the high degree of unity and 
solidarity achieved by the leading parties of these countrics. 
The unity denloDstrated by these twelve parties, which are successfully lead· 
ing their countries in the building of sociahsm, I!Crves to cmphl\8b:e anew that 
the Internationally valid, bMic lessons of working.elass history and experience 
which constitute the teachings of Marxism·Lcninism are not negated by the 
respective llational features and course of development of each nation. On the 
contrary, the enhanced unity of worldwide socialist forces- following upon fra-
ternal mutual a id, equality and self-examination alld correction of errOfS- rCl!I..8 
on the recognition of the generAl principles of communism, coupled with their 
creative apr.~lication in accord with the specific conditions of each country. 
The Dec aration of the twelve 8arties notes that the XXth Congress of the 
Communist l'arty of the Soviet nion signa\i1.ed a great advance in Mauist. 
Lcninist theory and r racticc, corresponding to the new conditions of our present 
epoch-the cpoch 0 world transition from capitalism to lSOeialism. In this 
reepeet, the Congress projected new possibilities for achieving peaceful coexistence 
and peaceful patbs to socialism. This advance the Declaration carries forward 
and develops further, thus making a major new contribution to the advance of 
Mauist---Leninist theory. And, in confirming what is new, it re-emphasized at the 
same t ime the imperative need, for all who eeek to end class exploitation and build 
socialism, to adhere t-o t he scientific method and prinCiples of Marxism·Leninism, 
derived from tho objective laws of social development which continue to be verified 
by world experience. I n this connection, in dealing with the key issues of the 
world labor movement and interuational cooperation for peace, democracy and 
freedom, the Declaration s treBSCd the vital importance of unfolding a resolute 
struggle against revisionism, M well as dogmatism. 
Especially noteworthy is tho contribution which the Declaration makes t.o 
.,..a..dvancing the struggle for peace. Assessing the international situation, including 
the conthRlcd "cold war" policies of the aggressive imperialist forces, particularly 
of the U.S. monopolists, the Declaration streBSCS that the struggle for peace is 
now the key task confronting all progressive humanity, in the first place the 
Communists and other advanced workers. I n this connection, and on the basis of 
a comprehensive analysis of the profound changes in the alignment of world 
forces-espccially the historic Signifi cance of the emergence of ISOcialism as a world 
system, the disintegratiOIl of the old colonial empires, the sharpclling contradic-
tIons in the imperialist camp and the strengthening of world labor, Communist 
and national liberation movement.s~the Declaration cmphasiws that the peace 
forces have grown to a point where there is a real possiblity of averting war. 
TowardB this end the Communist and Workers' parties of the socialist states 
reaffirmed their adherence to the principles of proletarian internationalism and 
of the peaceful coexistence of the socialist and capitalist systems and urged joint 
action in behalf of peace on the widest possible seale and with all who favor peace 
and oppose war. 
III 
Ovcr a year ago, at the 16th National Convention of our own Party, we Ameri-
can Communists took steps- following extended self·criticinl examination of our 
work and views-to break with sectarian errOf8 and dogmatic habil..8 which hin· 
dered our keeping pace with the changing world and prevented our giving the most 
effective leadertlhip to the strivings of the American people for peace and greater 
social progress. In so doing, we also found it necessary to wage a determined 
struggle against revisionism- against any abandonment of our ideological moor· 
ings which arc rooted in the struggles and experience of the working class of our 
country and all lands, and which bind us with the cause of toiling humanity 
everywhere. 
The broad outlines of our future work, est.ablished by our 16th Convention and 
further developed on the basis of our experiences since then, still need to be 
vigorously fought for in theory and practice. Toward this end, our Party must 
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s trengthen itself politically and organi1.ationall.v, expand its mfl8S tics and multiply 
its vanguard contribution to the great struggles for peace, jobs, civil rights and 
democratic liberties in our country. Toward this end, we mnst conduct a sys· 
tematic struggle against Left sectarianism and Right opportunism, against doc-
trinairism and revisionism, in dclense of the Party and its cardinal Marxist 
principles. And towa.rd this end, too, we must s uccessfully accomplish the task 
we have set ourselves of making substantial progress in preparing a draft of a basic 
Party program before our next national convention. 
Whlle unfolding deeper study and broader discussion of the American scene 
as the basis for OUT conclusions, our Party will find vitally important the lessons , 
summarized from the experience of the international Communist and working 
class movement. 
The National E~ecutive Committee of the CP USA calls for a thorough study 
and systematic discussion of the theoretical propositions contained in the Twcl ve. 
Party Declara.tion by every section of our Party organization and the populari-
zation of the historic achievements of the socialist sector of the world reflected 
therein, together with the contributions it holds out for world peace. 
L ikewise the National Executive Committee calls for the widest distribution 
of the Peace Manifesto of the 64 Communist and Workers' parties and the organi-
zation of discussions around the Manifesto in the ranks of the Party and among 
other advocates of peace. T his will be an important contribution serving the 
best national interesta of the American people and the cause of world peace. 
o 
